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those affected took towards it, If, in describing roles, 

I refer sometimes to a practice and sometimes to a belief 

in the fit;ness of a pracl;iee, it wi.ll be for economy of 

reporblng, It should be understood that I have regarded 

nothine; as role-behaviour which has not exhibiced both of 
l 

these elements and a certain corres_pondence between them. 

Also, in describin<; a role it is uneconomical to refer 

every Gime to the :reciprocal performances i·~ entails for 

oi:;hers; as when a parent 1s conunand entails a child 1s 

compliance, for ins:;ance. Reciprocul roles will usually 

be taken to be summarized in a role which implies them 

both, except whe:re each meri,;s special mention, 

Because role different;iation is fundanental ·to the 

nature of the group, and is, indeed, what; we mean by sroup 
2 

structure, its place in a description of families is 

cardinal. ·rhe account of it is therefore undertaken now, 

at the centre of the thesis. It follows and vri.ll summadze 

relevant matcer from the preceding part, which dealt wit;h 

~-------------------------------------------------------
Parsons ( 1952) makes much of the fact that; role expec

tations are saturated with standards, as, for example, in 
his-definition of role on pp.38 and 39. Homans (1951, p.l24) 
even reduces the role to a particular kind of norm. 

2 
See Parsons (1952, p.ll4). 
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the way families function in their external relations; and 

it; stands before the chapters whlch are concerned with 

the families 1 internal life. 

Because a role is a performance discharged on behalf 

of a group, a particular role is only defined if we under

stand what socia 1 boundary contains it, l'he roles dealt 

with in che pre sene chapter are those which have the whole 

family for their perimeter. In the previous chagter the 

convent:i.on was adopted of describing as 11 family functians" 

those activities which family members discharged amongst 

themselves alone. rhis was done in order to separace these 

activities from those which could only be accomplished 

throue;h associatian with people outside, 'J:hat enabled 

us to see what are the functions which remain to t;he city 

family co perform within itself. But now ic is necessary 

again to consider family activities in their fullest exten

sion, for the ends to which ~ly role.§. are the means, are 

all of t;hose thin;;s for which family members depend on 

one another or are in some way implicated with one another, 

irrespect;ive of whether their achievement requires addibional 

co-operation from outsiders. 

l'he ends which have to be realized in order to main

tain the family in itself and in the socie~y fall into 

four major divisions, Tlvo o.f these divisions are concerned 
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with maintaining the family in itself. ·rhe first embraces 

the productive activities which secure the family's physical 

and material welfare. Earning an income, worldng to main-

tain the household or to produce food and clot;hing, and 

efforts devoted to the care of the person are examples 

of the sort of things which fill this di'Jision, ·rhe second 

division comprises activities which are concerned with 

managing and controlling the family as such, and securing 
1 

it; s effective and continued operation. rhe remaining two 

divisions are concerned with the family 1s external obliga-

tions. One is the group of external liaison operations, 

such as making public, business, legal or financial represen-

i:;at;ion for the family, or keeping in touch with relatives 

and friends. ·rhe other covers the supervisory and training 

activities by which children are socialized; for it should 

be remembered that, tl1oush much latitude may be allowed 

the family as to what style it shall rear its children in, 

-::--------1 ·-----------------------------
'Ehe existence of this division of activities is evidence 

that; the family, on its microcosmic dimension, exhibits a 
distinci;ive machinery of controls which is apart from the 
self-regulation that is secured by various agencies; for 
insbance, by the normativeness or the reci.procity of role 
expectations, to which I have referred. Nadel ( 1953, p.266) 
has emphasized the importance of this separate machinery 
in societies, and bas (1951, p.l36) adapted the term 
regulative (from Becker-"Neise) to refer to the institutions 
whose function is to effect control. 
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that they shall be reared is a public requirement, and the 

society claims Ghem for itself. Notwibhstanding all the 

voluntary aspects of parenthood and all its intrinsic 

satisfaction, parents are in a sense the keepers of wards. 

Children are des tined to be independent adult;s with family 

responsibilities of their own, and their parents are 

required to make them socially agreeable for the time being, 

foster their develogment, and fit them co move out. In 

the following account, the roles of family members will 

be described according to which tasks are allocated to 

them from each of the four divisions of activity: production, 

family man~gement and control, external liaison and socia

lization. 

Finally, in addition to these four divisions of 

acUvity concerned with the family, there are other activities 

which families reserve as the personal right of each role

bearer. For families operate as if taking accou:0t of the 

fact that some personal space is due to each member. 

Personal space will also be included then, in t;his account 

of roles. 

Depending on the nature of the group, of whose struc

ture they are the units, :roles may be ephemeral or permanent, 

single or complex. Because tl;te family is an enduring group, 

family roles tend to be permanent, repetitive performances. 
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And at the same time, a cot::rplex of S1Jec1fic performances 

accrues to each member, due to the fact that he plays 

diverse parts. Tr1is is a feature which roles only develop 

in e;roups which are many-sided, or which somehow contrive 

to make the roles which their members play elsewhere relevant 

to themselves, 'rhese are both properties which are found 

in the family particularly, as was pointed oul; in the last 

chapter. 

Vfuen this role-accretion takes place, one performance 

is usually adopted by which the whole complex is named. For 

instance, the terms "father" and "mother", "son" and 11 daughterll, 

in their originality, refer simply to biological parenthood 

or issue. The terms can be used in relal;ion to other 

animal species as well as humans, and they are applied 

figuratively to ideas, movements, and so on, But, in regard 

to the human family, common speech has made the terms 

shorthand for the complex of social functions which has 

accrued to the bioloeical function. "Father", it may be, 

comes to include the discrete roles of breadwir>..ner, 

admonisher of the children, lover of ;:;he mot;her, business 

executor for the family, economic manager, and adviser in 

the ways of the world. I will proceed by comparing the 

subsidiary roles which families assembled into the cardinal 

:roles of father and mother, son and daughter. Also, as 
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the roles assigned to son and daughter alter with age, 

these will be considered at the two stages of childhood 
1 

and adolescence. 

2. Production 

In the sample, the father was always the income-earner 

for the family. Families actached their expectation of 

continuing welfare to the hope that; the father would con-

tinue in employment. ·ro secure this regular income was 

regarded as quite exclusively his responsibility, and in 

cases where the mothers did part-time work, their contri-

but ion to income was regarded as additiona 1, and was never 

required. Adolescents who were in employment were required 

to support; themselves by paying board, or, if their earnings 

were small, to make some contribution towards it;. School 

children of tradesmen who did part-time work kept their 

earnings for themselves, and divided them between savings 

-'1--------
Al;;hough adolescence is known to commence at; different 

ages for the two sexes and for different individuals, the 
convention was adopted of classifying· as adolescents, 
children of fourteen and over. Fourteen tradesmen's families 
included adolescents, seven of these including sons and 
eight including daughters at that stage; seventeen profes
sionals 1 families included adolescents, eic;ht of these 
including sons and eleven including daughters. F'ifteen 
tradesmen's families included pre-adolescent children, eleven 
including sons and ten includins daughters at that stage; 
nineteen professionals 1 families included pre-adolescent 
children, sixteen including sons and thirteen including 
daughters. 
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and pocket-money for spending, In three professionals r 

and two tradesmen's families, where the father's practice 

or business was at;t;ached to the home, the mothers were 

recognized to be making an indirect contribution towards 

income through giving assistance. Al~hough the sample 

included no families in which the mother was working full

time at the time of the study, several wives in both occu

pational groups had done so earlier in married life to 

help establish the family financially. The attit;ude taken 

to the practice of wives working was fairly uniform. It 

was ·chat there was "nothing wrong with it", that; adversity 

could render it necessary, and that, if there were no 

children to consider, it could be a financial benefit. But, 

while ever there were children still at school or of pre

school age, it was believed to be the mother 1 s place to 

be at home with them, No wives considered that accepting 

employmenr; would mean loss of social status for the family. 

Mothers made clothing for themselves, their daughters 

and younger sons, occasionally made shirts or pyjamas for 

the father, and darned, repaired and altered old clothing; 

and it was only a few (professionals' wives) who felt 

al·together free from pressure to assist economically in 

this sort of way. Mot;hers also made curtains, cushions, 

covers and similar effects for decorating the home. J'hey 
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prepared the meals, baked cakes and pastry. Sometimes 

they produced vegetables in the garden, but gardening was 

more often allocat;ed to the father; and the growing of 

vegetables was made his responsibility, even if the cu lr.i

vation of flowers was left to the mother. F'amilies who 

kept fowls divided the care of them amongst members, mothers 

or children often feeding them and the father cleaning 

their yards. Most of t;he tradesmen, but; only a few of the 

professional men, made useful equipment for the home. 'Ihey 

built furniture, constructed cupboards, laid paths, designed 

gadgets, and so on; and two were building week-end cottages. 

Il. large proportion in both occupational t;roups did some 

part of the mending of the shoes of family members. 

rhe services needed to maintain the household divide 

into those inside the home and those which are more external. 

rhe former lay predominantly in the motherS I field, the 

latter in the father 1s, Mothers did nearly all of the 

repetitive cleaning, and the washing and ironing, a:J.d the 

shopping to stock the home with provisions. rradesmen 1s 

wives had no oui;side assiscance in these tasks, but nearly 

one half of the professionals 1 wives had part-time assis

tants to help them.xx None had full-time or resident house

maids, although several recalled a time when they had done 

so. 'J:hey said that they preferred not to do so any longer, 
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no·!; only because assistance was hard to secure, but because 

it was expensive and the standard of work was not; worth 

the money. 

While these internal household tasks fell predominan~ly 

to the mother, all of t;he tradesmen, but only half of the 

professionals,xx made a deliberate point of giving their 

wives some form of petty assistance, They would wash or 

wipe the dishes, stir che porridge, make morning or even:tng 

cups of tea, and so on. .i'hese tasiis were never exbensive, 

but were undertaken as a s:esture ·cowards "li:;htening mocher's 

load 11
, and were felt to be especially called for in the 

even:i.ngs. Ii:; was essentially mot;her 1s load that was being 

shouldered, however, and the fathers did not; think of the 

tasl<s as belonging pro11erly to them. :2he professionals who 

gave no assistance of ch:i.s kind to their wives were extremely 

busy, a:ctd were mainly the husbands of those wives VlhO were 

making use of oubside help. 

Four fathers in each oc cup a tiona 1 group departed from 

this conventional pattern of token help, by taking, as 

their due obligation, a larger share of the internal house

hold maincenance; althouc;h the bull.: still fell to the mother. 

These men did some of the heavier work, such as sc!'ubbint;, 

sweepini), polishin;; and strenuous washinc; occasionally some 

uncomfortable tasi.c, such as hoc cooldnL; or external work, 

such as shoppin,;; OX' weekly marketing. 
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External household maintenance was regarded as the 

father's work, Such matters as repairing and painting the 

house, keeping the grounds tid~·, chopping wood, cleanint; 

and overhauling the car, were the man's work. A thix'd of 

the professionals, however, had to excuse then1selves from 

most of these tasks, either because of :incompetence or 

over-busyness, and engaged tradesmen to do tLem, Two profe s

sional famiHes which owned large grounds engaged regular 

part-time help to keep chem in order. 

Personal care was understood to be the mother 1s res

ponsibility. It was hers to see that all members were fed 

and clothed properly, that they kept healthy and were 

generally comfortable, or received medical attention if 

sick. ;,lost mot;hers were expected to know when anyone was 

in need of new clothint: and either do the buying or super

vise it. A few fathers accepted responsibility for keeping 

themselves equipped with clothi , but most of them depended 

on their wives either bo buy it for them, or, if they were 

v:illinc to make cheir own choice, co inform them of i;he 

appropriateness of cl:e cime. Personal care was needed 

most; for very young and ver;y de"Jendent children, who a;>plied 

to their mothers for ic continuously; but the older chi lc.ren 

and the father were certainly nob less confirmed in their 

expec"Ga~ion that the mothe.r viould make tbeir lives comfortable. 
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A few fathers in both occupational groups relieved the 

mother of some of the personal care of the dependent children, 

particularly in the even:inzs, perhaps by bathing them and 

putting them co bed. 

Some adolescents in both occupations l croups were 

assigned resular tasks, but there were n:tne (out of fourteen) 

tradesmen's families and four (out of seventeen) profes-

s:!.onals 1 families in wrcich adolescen;:;s gave either only 

very occasional hellJ or almost none at all. In no case 

was the work required heavy, and a 11 of them were excused 

from creater responsibilities because of the clcdm made on 

their time by sGudy or daily occupation. 'Ehe core of the 

duties which fell to an adolescent consisted of looking 

after himcelf and his own pari; of the house, such as making 

his own bed, tidyinc; his own room, preparing his own break-

fast;. 3eyond this, any regular work on behalf o.:' t;be 

family was usually confined to petty help, such as t;aki.ng 

a turn at layins the table for meal~ or washing the di0hes. 

S d 't d 1 'l' ""' t' 1 d a'l'd occasl'orcpl ome augnersmaecocnngLor nemse-vesan w-

cooking, was hi ns, ironin[, and c lea nine in as so cia tion with 

their mothers; some sons assisted their fathers in their 

external tasks of keepint, the lawns, cleaning the car, and 

so on. F'amilies with four or more children depended on 

their adolescents for more extensive services, such as doing 
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pal:'t of the heavy cleanint; or house l:'epail:'s, and theil:' 

duties often included some cal:'e, contJ:>ol and supel:'vision 

of the younger children. 

It was predominansl:y sons v,-ho made up chat gl:'oup of 

adolescents who were without regular household tasks. Vhese 

were inclined to disdain such responsibilities, leaving 

them for their mothers and sisters - or fathers. i'here was 

a feeling in these families that young men should be free 

from domestic obligations to their fami11es in a way quite 

unshared by their sisters. 

In a similar manner most children were allotted regular 

small tasks ;:;o do, but asain there were families (six of 

fifteen tradesmen's and three of nineteen professionals? 

in which there were children who did only the most sporadic 

tasks, and who had no sense at all of being depended upon 

by the family for help. ',Phe tasks mostly undertaken by 

children were small thincs to help mother or father, such 

as sweeping up the mown gl:'ass, tidying a room, stirring 

a cake mixture, or small things connected with their own 

personal care or part of the house, like cleaning shoes 

or making beds. 

3, Fa~ilv Manaf;ement and Control 

The families were fairly uniform in the way the pro

ductive casks were allocated, except for the minor variations 
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noted; but they were less uniform l.n matters of family 

management. In twelve of eic.,hteen tradesmen's families 

the fathers could be said to be in effective control; in 

three t;he mothers were in effective control, and in the 

remaining three something like a partnership in management 

was found, In nine of the twenty professionals' families 

the fathers were in effective control, in one the mother 

was in effective control, and in ten there was partnership. 

'l'he overall picture is one of patr:iarchy being challeni;,ed 
1 

by a pattern of partnership. But; this surface classif'i-

cation masks the variety of forms which control or partner-

ship took, and it is necessary to examine these to under-

stand whaG factors could be responsible for either condiUon. 

Especially does it mask the fact that certain forms of 

control were much weaker than others in the normative element, 

which, I have said, is part of the constitution of roles. 

This l;endency in some cases for control activities to evade 

the resi;raints of family sancC;ion will be discussed at 

greater length in the next chapter. 

---:r------
This picture is much the same as chat which liill (1947, 

p.l29) draws for America. He says, "If there is any modal 
t~rpe of family in America, itis the semipatriarchal form 
in which a dominant husband •brings in the bacon' and a 
submissive woman plays a tradii;ional wife and mother role." 
And he adds (p.l30), llThe so-called 'companionship' fami.ly 
appears to have much in common wil;h the beautiful ideal of 
the 13rotherhood of Man' as a millenial goal." 
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In fourteen of the twenty-one families in which 

patriarchy was found (eieht tradesmen's and six professionals 1 ) 

there was no element of forced domination. In these families 

the fathers exercised control by a principle of legitimate 

authority with which their wives were in accord. By legi-

timate control I mean control exercised by the consent of 

those concerned, and done on principle, there being believed 
l 

to be reasons in which the practice is grounded, 'Ihe 

wives believed that the father was the rie,htful head of the 

family and ascribed that rank to him. Most of them Vlere 

we 11 satisfied with the arrangement. .~hey said things 

seemed more natural and proper that way, that they felt 

greater confidence, that the family had a stable basis, 

and that the father exercised his risht with discretion and 

only after consultation, and in fac c, left a large area 

of initiative to them. 

The usual practice was to leave the current organization 

of the household activities and the supervision of the 

ch:i.ldren almost entirely to the mothEr, l'he father reserved 

the initiative in allocating the overall finances, but 

---·-----· 
In distinguishing in chis way between control which is 

legitimate and that which is not I am making the same dis
tinction as che one made by Lasswell a:nd !Caplan (1952, pp.l33 
to 141) between authority and naked power. 
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apportioned a certain amount to the mother for household 

expenses, and of this she had full control. 'l'he father 

also expected -to initiate major changes, or to be consulted 

for a final decision in any changes his wife might be con

templating. Many of these projected changes were those 

which would affect the use of material and financial re

sources; such questions, for example, as the purchase of 

expensive clothing, new carpets or furniture or labour

saving devices, or a car. Major decisions affecting the 

children, such as the school they should attend, the clubs 

they should join, the holidays they should have, the company 

they should keep, the time they should be home, whether 

they should have bicycles or watches, and so on, were also 

the father's to make, either in agreement with his wife, 

or, if their views differed, in ascendancy over her. 

Generally speaking, the wives were free from inter

ference, and felt at the same time that they had someone 

to whom they could appeal to cake responsibility for major 

decisions. Final authority for the father on the family's 

boundary, requiring decisive intervent:l.on at the turning 

points, coupled with fina 1 authority for the mother in 

domestic organization and child supervision, along a fairly 

closed boundary within it, and calling for continuous small 

decisions and adaptations, seems to have given sufficient 

satisfaction to both partners to make this arran,.;;ement stable. 
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Legitimate patriarchy was believed to have a number 

of grounds, Families varied in which of chese they 

emphasized, but the one most commonly accepted was a belief 

that authority was a rie;ht that went with the acceptance 

of responsibility for earning the income. "After all, 

he earns the money," it was said in justification of the 

father's primacy, And most of the income earners did, in 

fact, find the family's financial dependence upon them an 

ultimate resource for power, whether or not the patriarchal 

form of control was used, Indeed, where it; was not used 

the power was the more valued, being something which en-

hanced the father •s competitive position, In a way oddly 

suggestive of the move by which the British House of Commons 
1 

assumed the rea 1 power of sovernment, the fathers retained 

the budget. '.Chere were only six fathers (two professionals 

and four tradesmen) who did not exercise che rie;ht to 

allocate their incomes according to their own judgment, 

allotting the mother a fixed port;ion to spend at her own 

discretion on the household.xx A number invited their wives' 

participation in this budgeting, although keeping the 

leadership for themselves; but amont:st the tradesmen there 

was a tendency to be more autocratic, and several clung 

----------------1 
Mackenzie ( 1950, pp.l47- 166) describes how this was done. 



Chapter VIII 

ROLE DII<'FEREN'riA'riON BY AGE MID SEX 

1. The Concept of Ro~ 

It is common knowledge that the nature of society is 

largely constituted by a division of tasks between members, 

and the fact has been vividly in the awareness of modern 

sociology since Durkheim's n·rhe Division of Labour in 

Societ;y11 appeared at the turn of the present century. rhis 

division of tasks is effected by giving a performance to 

each individual which will contribute to some end of the 

group, and be reciprocal with tasks given to others. Such 

a performance, imposed by the expectation of a group, 

supplies the simplest definition of a role, as was pointed 

out in Chapter IV. The role, as was also said there, 

develops a normative aspect, for the expectation is not 

simply an anticipation that; a certain task will be done, 

but an implication that it ought to be. 

In actempting to identify the roles taken by family 

members, I looked for performances which were accompanied 

by a regulative expectation, This would either be expressed 

verbally or verbally implied, or it would be implied in 

the way an activity was performed or in the attitude which 
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tenaciously to a certain power over their wives 

derived from keeping them ignorant of the actual amount of 

their earnings. 'rhe two professionals excepted above offered 

!;heir wives entire equality with themselves in the determi

nation of the budget. ·rhe four excepted tradesmen surren

dered the right of budgetin::; to their wives completely, 

handing over their unopened pay envelopes. rwo did so as 

a gest;ure of respect and cor...fidence, and two because of a 

confessed incompetence in handling money. 

The other grounds for legitimate patriarchy regarded 

. the father 1s authority as a responsibility entailed in the 

nal;ural advantages which men enjoyed over women. It; was 

thought to be against nature and a rna tter for shame if 

opportunity was not made for the father to use his advantages 

for the family's benefit; and in tbree cases it was believed 

as well tbat it would be an infringement; of the divine law 

wbich made the fatber the family head. It v~s further 

accepted that, because of these natural advanl;ages, the 

society had made the father responsible for the family's 

conduct and welfare. 

The natural advantages imputed t;o men were not; usually 

catalogued wit;h precision; and some people thought it 

proper to allude to them darkly, as things known instincti

vely and not in need of justification, But, if such hints 
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are interpreted in conjunction with the more explicit 

statements that were made, four kinds of male advantage 

seem to have been acknowledged by parents of bot;b sexes. 

·rhe first is freedom from the periodic physiological restr:!.c-

tions imposed on women by menstruation, pregnancy and 

lactation, and from any so cia 1 dependence they entai 1. The 

second is a greater capacity for muscular exertion. ·rhe 

third is a psychological capacity for emotional control, 

which is believed to equip men co make a more objective 

assessment of situations, to endow them with a sense of 

limits which women (more hysterically disposed) need to 

have supplied, and to make them more ded.sive than women, 

whose labile feelings cause them to vacillate. And the 

fourt;h advantate (whieh, if the third is real, mitht be 

supposed to be a consequence of it) is the man's capacity 

to deal with and find access to a wider field of experience, 

and a greater resultiD..g comf)etence in the affairs of the 
1 

world. 

·--------
Vihen men were asserted to have such natural advantages 

by the subjecr;s of the research, nice scientific questions 
were not meant to be either raised or settled concerning 
their genesis: whether they were inhevited, or acquired, 
for example, in response ;:;o the :roles conventionally ass:i.gned 
t;o men. They were simply taken for the traits which both 
qualify and oblige the fathers of families to assume aut;hority. 
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Furcher, because, by sex, men are believed to have 

this seniority over women, it is thought to be wrong for 

a man to forfeit his advantages by matching with a woman 

who is either older or better educated than himself, and 

vrho, therefore, may have counter advantages. This age and 

education relationship were norms that; were nearly univer

sally acknowledged by the parents of the sample, wha t;ever 

the form of family government. And the act;ual ages of 

husbands were greater than those of their wives in all save 

the cases of one tradesman and three professionals.xx Refe

rence to Chapter V (pp.llO & n]) will also show that, as a 

group, wives were not better educated than their husbands. 

(A small number of tradesmen's wives, however, had had 

slightly more schoolinf than their husbands.) 

Parencs who followed le'-';Himate patriarchy believed 

themselves to be in line with the most standard and tradi

tional arrangement. ·J:'hey did not; feel ic needed any defence 

as a method of family e:;overnmenc, alchough they knew that 

it was being challenged by an arrangement more like partner

ship. Some of the professional 1leople who preferred it 

to partnership thought of partnership as a doctrinaire 

fancy; some trades people took it for an indication of 

weakness in i;he man, in letting the family, and h:l.s wife 

in particular, slip out of his control. 
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The division of functions for family control was a 

cenbl'!.l.l differentiul by which other activities and c;rait;s 

bec<>me appropriate to man or wife, The fa~her relinquished 

the management of che household and supervision of Ghe 

children to the mother lar;;ely because he w1~s choiceless, 

being so much outside of the home discllilrgins his own res-

ponsi'::lilities. It was for him c:;o do battle with the world 

and for his wife co stand beside him as a helper. rhe 

mother's oblia;a.tion, Ghere.fore, was to be a home-maker, 

while it was the father's co supply i:;he fam:l.ly wiGh i~s 

bearin;s and steer its course throuch political, economic 

and soci8.l perplexities. Fathers felt an obliga Cion to 

acquai!1t; -c;hemselves V1ich a knowledge of af'fairs for the 

family's sake no less than mochers felt an obligat;ion to 

make a home. Fathers were depended upon to advise in the 

ways of the world and to iP.form the family of its position 

in sodecy. I have said (Chapter VI, p, 184 ) ohai; family 

members adopt;ed ~he same class self-inclusion as one an-

other in all :"am:tlies except one, They did so largely 

because they dependod on the father to define the sHuaeion 
l 

for them. Fathers 1 social responsibility at;titudes were 

1 
Some wives 1 views about social class were much more 

highly elaborated than their husbands', showing that it was 
a matter which they had thoucht a bout more. But if they 
were disposed to diverge from their husbands in their theories, 
they bended to feel they had to de.fend them, and in fact 
were inclined to strike cheir husbands 1 attitudes at the same 
Gime, as if chat were the "official" family position in the 
face of which they were helpless. 
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also copied, and cheir politics were usually assumed, I 

have said (Chapter VI, p. 184 ) tha~ in all save six families, 

husbands and wives agreed in their soc:tal responsibility 

at t;i t;ude. In most of those where there was uniformity the 

father assumed leadership. 1Nhere there was difference, in 

all except; one case, the father's attitude domi::J.Sted the 

fam:l.ly, the mothers oonsiderint it both prudent and proper 

to 11 keep their thou::;hts to themselves" whenever an attitude 

was being brouch.t to focus in decision. I have also said 

that parenl;s had divere;ent .Political convictions in only 

fou;: families (Chapter VI, p.l84 ) • Where they conoorded 

il; was the fathers who we;:e politically infor:Jl8d and exer

cised leadershi.P, excepting only in the case of chree 

professionals 1 families.xx In these the spouses could be 

said to have achieved agreement with one another through 

fairly inde;>endent thinking. 

'l'he mo;;her, in her turn, was left to organize !;he 

family. She was expected to keep an eye on the activities 

of ever~' member and co-ordinate them, to inform each of 

the other's needs, to define the family sit;uation (as t;he 

father defined the public situation) and prese;:ve under

standing. A father was often not very well informed of 

the state of internal affairs and had to be "told ;;he whole 

story" if the mother had to appeal to his ad judi ca t;i on in 

a disputed ma;;ter. 
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A striking concomitant of "Ghe division of internal 

and external authority between the father and mother was 

the different expectation placed on them to be adaptable 

within t;he home. It was definioely expected, by both 

p!:ll'Gners, that mothers would be more ada pea ble. Fat hers 

were less obliged to make personal adaptntion to other members, 

and were more condicioned to being accommodaced to than 

to fitting in, Ehis is what some mothers alluded to when, 

in a peevish mood, t;hey alleged that all men were spoiled, 

Generally, though, in families which practised legitimate 

patriarchy at any rate, this difference was kept within 

limits and was not a cause of discontent, A number of' 

mot; hers positively embraced the obli ga ti on to be a "stand-in" 

or 11 back-stoplf, or the one who "could be put out most easily". 

They believed that families could not do without a specialist 

in absorbing inconvenience, and saw that role to be rightly 

theirs. l'he rationale which parents of both sexes indi-

cated for this was the t;rea ter commitment of the father 

to rigid external expectations, which allowed him less 

scope for an adaptation of plans, and the greater strain 

suffered by him in ex terna 1 adaptation, which diminished 

his psychological tolerance for further frustration at home. 

11 He has enouc;h to put; up with out;side, 11 it was said. 
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Also, because the father was recp ired to grap_ple with 

the harsher, coarser and even, it may be, seamier side of 

life, ic remained to the mother in her more protected 

posi tton, to be the guardian for t;he family of finer things: 

religion, morality, culture and manners. fhis did not 

necessarily mean that the father neglected t;hese matters 

in h:l.s own person, bu.~. simply that the mother had the 

greater responsibility for directing them so far as the 

family was concerned. Also, because of his preoccupation 

with princi)les and issues, the father could not take a 

greao deal of interest in personalities. 'fhat too was 

:required from the mother. And, because his orienta !;ion was 

broad and public, the father could not spare patience for 

details or ornamenta!;ion; but these were left to t;he mother's 

painsGaking care. Besides, it was believed that women had 

a natural superiority over men in ret'inement, intuit;ion 

and carefulness for detai 1, which equipped them for these 

special tasks. rhus partners following this form of family 

control bel:Leved r;hemselves co be respectint; and utilizing 

i;he specific natural superiority with which each sex had 

been endowed, in such a way as to increase their dependence 

on one anoGher. 

The allocation of rights of cont;rol, supervi.sion or 

direction which I have outlined above, makes a kind of ideal 
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type of legitimate pacriarchy, to which any .family only 

approxima i;ed of course. Families using other methods of 

control incorporated some of the same features and excluded 

ot;hers. Also, they were aware that the style they had 

adopted was a deparl;ure from the more tradi~ional form; 

although those adopting pari;nership believed i;heirs to be 

the most; popular form at present. For these reasons the 

description of other forms will be facilitated if they are 

presented largely through comparison wit;h legitimate pat

riarchy, 

In the remaining seven families (.four tradesmen 1 s and 

three professi::mals') in which the fai;hers exerted effective 

control, they did not do so legitimately in the sense de

fined. l'heirs was an assertive patriarchy. It is interest

ing thai; in six of these cases, the wives believed that 

i;he final control of the family should be vested in the 

father. Their complaint was simply that their husbands 

exercised il; arbitrarily and oppressively. l'he seventh wife 

believed that; the proper form of family control was partner-

ship. It is also interesting that; one of these fathers, 

blind to the fact that he was practising asserc:t ve patri

archy, rejected any principle of patriarchy outright in 

favour :Jf partnership; although his wife favoured legitimate 

patriarchy and desired him to follow it. 
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'rhree elements common to these cases made the fathers 1 

control assertive. There was little or no consLllta tion wii;h 

their wives in taking decisions; even though, in many larger 

rna tters, their wives were wi llinc; to be Ueve that the 

father's opinion should r..ave sreater wei;.:;ht and finality. 

'l'hese fa tbers simply took the decisions inde;:Jendent ly and 

informed their wives of them; and they were remarkable for 

thei.r capacity to "turn a deaf ear", to seem preoccupied, 

or to malre a masculine virtue of silence and withdrawal, 

when their wives tried to open discussion. Secondly, there 

was an eXaf;geration to the point of egoism of that right 

of the father to be less adaptable in the home, to which I 

have already referred. The mothers, and even the children, 

complained that these fathers were intolerable and detestable 

in their selfish expectation that, when they were in it, 

the home should revolve around themselves. It; was said that 

they never expected that they should have to fit in with 

anyone else in the slishtest degree. And, t;hirdly, there 

was no legitimized division of areas of final iniGiative. 

'.rhe effecc; of this in five families (the three professionals 1 

and two tradesmen 1 s) was arbitrary and unpredictable inter

ference by the father in those areas of activity which the 

mother believed should be t;iven to her, specifically matters 

of household management and supervision of the children. 
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'rhe effect in the other families (both tradesmen 1 s) was 

evasion by the fathers of certain decisions which the mother 

believed the father should take; particularly decisions 

about expenditure on furniture and household equipment, 

repair of the property and the more serious misdemeanours 

of the children, Thus they coerced their wives co take these 

matters on t:;hemselves by their own defaul·c. 

l'hese developments which made patriarchy assertive were 

abuses to which legitimate patriarchy was open, I have 

said that all of those who adopted legitimate patriarchy 

found it satisfactory; but they recognized how it could be 

distorted, and some had had experience of one or both parties 

transgressing legitimate bounds, such as the father being 

too dogmatic or the mother too jealously possessive of her 

own domain. 1V>o mor;hers particularly (both tradesmen's 

wives) expressed extreme frustration at having no appeal 

against cert;ain measures which their husbands imposed: in 

implementing methods of child disc:Ip line which were una ccep t

able to the mothers, and in one case, in curtailing the 

moi;her's outside activities. 3ut, a_,Jparently, neither these 

nor any other parents who adopted legitimate pa "criarchy, 

found che incidental strains and abuses cause for calling 

it in quesGion. 'rheir guarantee for its workability was a 

confidence in one another's intention to abide by the limits 

in principle. 
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In two of c;he families (both tradesmen's) in which 

mothers were in effeccive control, their control was asserl:;ive. 

Even in these the fat;hers decided the ultimate disposition 

of the money. But beyond that, practically all of the 

major decisions which have been described above as falling 

to the father in lesitimate patriarch~', fell to the mother, 

l'he fathers and mothers alike were embarrassed co admit 

th:i.s, as though they believed it not normal and it was plain 

that; in both cases neither partner was satisfied with the 

arrangement. l'he fathers had their rationale to explain 

it and the mothers !:;heir explanation to excuse it, and 

they were much the same in both families, J:'he fathers be

lieved that in every family chere is domination, either of 

an overt or covert kind, and that it is a mat;ter of chance 

which parent will dominate, accordin~. to which one turns 

out to have the more dominacing personality. In this way 

they both explained their wives 1 ascendency over them. l'he 

wives, on the other hand, said that 11 hen-pecked husbands" 

had only themselves to blame f'or refusing to accept respon

siblicy, because those who acceyted responsibili~y cook 

authority with it. They complained that; ·cheir husbands 

were exasperat::tngzyevasive whenever they cried to involve 

them in discussion about the home, the children or the f'u cure, 

with the object of leadine.; to joint decision, and that every

thing vra. s left to them .. 
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One can be excused from undertaking to adjudicate 

this debate, especially as the data are not conclusive. One 

can simply put on record that where assertive matriarchy 

was found, "Ghere was a combination of mother dominance wil;h 

incompetence and evasion of responsibility on the part; of 

the father. As far as I was able to judge, this defect of 

the fathers did a 1Jpear to be a personality matter: in the 

one case a compulsive over-dependence, and in the other, a 

eye lie moodiness, But whether these defects were aggravated 

or even largely produced by the difficulty of reaching agree-

ment w:lth uny'"lelding women, and wl:1ebher the wives' int;ransi

gence developed t~o cope wi. ~h Chei:r partners r waywardness, 

are open questions. 

It :remains to deal wi Ch the form of control which I 

have desi;:_:nated partnership, as well as two cases of control 

by the mother which were noG assereive, and so have no:; been 

dealt wit;h under that; headint:. As -chese v.rere develOJHnents 

within partnersldp they will be treated in the course of 

discussion of that form of control. 

Partnershlp was le[;i tlma te, beint. based on consent and 

principle. I have said that lecHimate pscriarchy was 

believed to be a privilece attachinc to the father's accep

tance of resj_)onsibili ty for earning: the income, and a res

ponsibility at~aching to his possession of some natural 
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adva~taL.es. Partnership differed .f'roC"l it because iG regarded 

R r~.·J'.n'-o.·s Q'l"F?ore·lbl~· - t.<U ~.~·~. l ,,,, J' but it differed !rom patriarchy 

only very sliGhtly in the actual allocation of responsibili-

ties. I have also said thai; those who practised partner-

sh.ip believed themselves to be departing from the tradi tiona 1 

form of family government, but believed they were in keeping 

with the most popular present; form.. Most of them assumed 

it to have a greater vogue than t l:i s s t,udy suggests. One 

father, for instance, said ca te~:.ori ca lly of +;he manner of 

famil'S' conC:rol described abo·\re as lecitin~.ate patriarchy: 

11 1?ami1ies just don't live like thaL ~hese day·.s.a 

rhe basic reason .for adoptinc partnership was a strong 

feeli for equalit~. ro moat of these people the very 

notions of auchorjty, superordinaUon and subordination were 

repucnant, Secondly, there was 2::enern ll;y- a feeling of being 

i.n t;he stream of the refo:rn movement which gives recognition 

to the equality of women wi~h mon, and seeks to liberate 

'ilvomen from su1::ordination to men, Within the family, this 

took the form of a. :reaction to those abuses whicl: are poss:lble 

to pa·;:;ria:t'Glt.~·, and there ·w2.s a tendency slv~ra·ys to think of 

patrlarchy aft;er the assertive st.ereotype .. i:.ssertivc paL;·ri-

a:rcb.y ar:.d partne:rsh:tp a.._ ... pea:red to most o!: those who chose 

partnerstip GO be only alterno.tJ..ves; thel~e 1uas 1il::tle 

conce;,:Jtion of vrhat male au::llor~:tty based on consen:; ar;.d 
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principle could mean. ·rhirdl;y, biolosioal or psycholor;ica 1 

knowledge, or some personal expex•ience, disposed these 

people to ques cion the sup.wsed nH i;u ra l differences between 

the sexes, which make pHrG of the rationHle of le[idmate 

patriarchy. If the;y did not cp est;ion the general Gruth of 

these differences, ~hey at least questioned th€10 truth for 

all cases, and whey were more willinL: t;ban. otb.ers Go admit; 

indivi.duaJ. var1abi11ty. 1I1b.e::· telj_eved. Gho. t not all ind:tvi-

duals find che socially a".proved sex types equally consenisl. 

What remsined, as the basis for bhe distri butio.n of 

cont:rol be·~v.·een busband and wife, whe.n the above three 

influe:nces had worn upon the oacr:tareha l t·vpe, was actual 
- v -------

com;)el~0£.££• Each pa:rt.ner, it was believed, sbould assume 

L;he rir;ht of' direcClon :ln an~r mat;~e:r 1n which. he or she had 

the crea ter competence. It was believed th<H if an equali-

Ca:cian arranc.eme:rr;:; "~tVere followed :in _hJ:rj nci . .tJle, v1ith plenty 

of open discussion about ever'"'·rt;hinn-, agreement; ~vould eit;l-1er 

be reached, or the person less competent to judge would 

e.p1;r·ecia Ge Gl.te crea ter compe Lence of the other and defer co it. 

in family control produced some different results. In six 

families (two cradesmen's and four profe.ssionsls'), which is 

abouG one half' of the oases, Ghc arran~cment had ach:i.eved 

a stability witt which both partners were thoroushly satisfied. 

'I'wo factors disL;inguished the relationship between the paren;:;s 
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in these famiHes. First, <all of them were very conscious 

of like-mindedness wHh their spouses, and were confident 

toot; in most ma l~t;ers the independent; decisions of their 

iJartner's would be entirely acceiJI;able to them. From whac 

one was able to reconstruct of the iJersonal development of 

these SiJOL1Ses, this harmony of thou,sht seems to have been 

present from before marr':iage itself. In particular, not 

merely did they sb.ow a broad reli~ious and political affinity, 

but all of them had very clearly elaborated political views 

and precise religious or anti-relisious views, in which they 

were :l.n agreement with one another, and on the basis of 

whieh they had largely been attracted. Presumably, this 

pre-existing agreement has played some part in the achieve-

ment of their present consensus. Secondly, these spouses 

had a very marked sense of dependence on one another. Each 

vras conscious that a demarcated area of prer·ogative had been 

assj.gned to him or her, and t;hat othe:r mutters could be let-c 

bo che other partner. "That's left to me 11 or i!t;hat's some
' 

thing I leave to my wife (or husband) of course", were 

statements of a kind ver:;' often made. 3ut apart from the 

fso;:; chat some of the fgthers were amonLst those who under-

took a greater share of internal household activities, and 

the fact that a couple of them took a slightly larger part 

than other fa tbers in is suint~, direc~ives to the children, 
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the areas which fell to the partners were scarcely different; 

at a 11 from those given to them under lec:i tima t; e patriarchy. 

·l'he mocher 's role, as there, was co supervise domestic 

ort;anization and the children; the father's to earn the 

income, determine the budget and be consulted about m..ajor 

changes relating to the household and children, The belief 

that, on the occasion of a major disagreement;, final decision 

did not revert automatj.cally to the father, but to !;he 

person most compecent to decide, cam.e to mean no more in 

practice than each partner being thoug;hb most competent in 

h:ts or hel' area of preroz;ative.. ..:J .. nd, as all buT; one of 

the fathers rc tained ei cher leadership or exclusive right 

in determining the budget, chey still preserved a final 

mandate. All of this means that the only imoor·tant real - -
difference becween stable partnershlp and. legitimate petri-

archy was t;he dismissal from the former of !b:£. idea of 

!£Ghori.t;[, and. the insistence that the difference of :roles 

could give neither partner pr:ior nominal status. In ad.d.:ition 

co this, in minor disagreements, arising from differences 

of taste or persona 1 preference, it was observed t;ha t these 

parencs made a greater conscious atLempt than some others 

t;o achieve a balance, b~· allowing each person to have his 

or her own way as often as the other. 
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In none of the remaining nine families which sought; 

to implement partnership did ·che parents exhibit the combi

nation of predse consensus and mutual dependence which 

was found in the fami Ues just described, and only two of 

them showed a comparable stabillty. Five variations were 

found. 

In the two stable families (one of which was from each 

occupational group), the equalii;arian pr:l.nciple of risht 

by competence had led to de facto control by the mothers, 

due simply to the face that the mochers had such a combi

nation of qualities (personal stability, intellit;ence and 

capacity for organization) that they were able to assume 

much more responsibility than theil' husbands, In the process 

of assuming responsibility they assumed authority, and their 

right to it was not questioned, l'hese mothers cook many 

of the decisions taken by the father in legitimate patriarchy. 

Thus we find a form of matriarchy developing within legiti

mate partnership, which is different from both matrlarchy 

by asserUon and matriarchy by principle, which might be 

descrlbed as permitted matriarchy. 

In one of the families character:!.zed by unstable partner

ship (a professional 1s family) there was conti.nuous bicker

ing and quarrelUng between the paren~s, and any disagree

ment, however cri via 1, precip:!. tated a crisis. Both partners 
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were over-sensitive of a threat to their interests and 

dignity whenever a disagreement appeared to be developing. 

They were then more concerned to stake their· claims and 

save theil' faces chan to reach agreement. Each questioned 

whether the other was assuming a due proportion of responsi

bi.lity, and whether the advantage was not falling too often 

to the other partner. Each at the same time felt that he 

or she had done more than a fair shai'e, even helping in the 

province proper to the other partner, but without receiving 

appreciation for it, Each felt that he or she had put up 

with a lot more than the other. 

In another family (also a professional's family), the 

competition was more so-berly calculated, and was not without 

magnanimity in allowing the other partner concessions, 

such as the right of one to spend occasional week-ends away 

from home with the children, or the ritht of the other to 

enga;;;,e in much voluntary work. But; the dominating idea was 

for each to be allowed as much of his or her own way as 

possible, by not outraging the other one's sense of justice. 

Four further families (three professionals 1 and one 

tradesman's) which adopted partnership, were subject co 

strain, due to the fact that one parent or the other conti

nually sought to domina.~.e. They did this because t;hey were 

more or less helplessly dominating, even though they approved 
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the practice of equal partnership in principle. 'l'wo of the 

parents frankly recognized their propensity to do thi.s. One 

moe her said, 11 l'hey always have to keep an eye on me, I 1m a 

bit domineering." In two of the cases, the children and 

father consistently resisted the mother's' domination. In 

another, whenever disagreement occurred, the mother consis

tently gave in co the over-riding father, "for the sake of 

preservin:; peace"; but she did so confident that her greater 

competence and self-control left her a certain command over 

her husband and children, In che final case, whenever dis

agreement occurred, the father wHhdrew, not considering it 

worth-while c;o pursue it. He jude;ed that, in view of ·che 

fact that he had more external satisfaction to turn to in 

his wor•k and in systematic study, he could afford to do with 

fewer satisfactions than his wife in the management of the 

family. 

'l'his last react:i.on of a father to domination was sirnilar 

to the reaction which another facher exhibited to disagree

ment with his wife. His family is the last of the families 

which, beinG committed to partnership, proved unstable. rhe 

disasreement between the mother and father was acute, parti

cularly in regard to what were the correct ways to ort;anize 

the household and to discipline the children; but it was 

unaccompanied by any desire for dominance, Here again, the 
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father withdrew, because he claimed that he could find more 

than enough satisfaction in his work, and could afford to 

leave the family to the mother. He retalned the right to 

budget the income, however, and exercised it rather auto

cratically, in compensation for what he had forfeited. Both 

parents of' this family were deeply discontented, 'J:hey 

obsessively expressed the view that the thine indispensable 

for happy family life was that the parents should achieve 

agreement about what they desired from life. 

I have said that this second sroup of families wh:l.ch 

practised partnership lacked che conscious consensus as well 

as the clearly marked areas of separate control for mother 

and father which were seen in the first group. Actually, 

the core of responsibilities which fell to the separate 

parents was not dissimilar from what fell to each in the 

first group, and, therefore, was not dissimilar either from 

the arrangement; in patriarchy, although the division of 

functions was less definite and less established by habit. 

Departures were simply in the direction of mothers expectine; 

a greater right of intervention in determining the bud;;et and 

in deciding household and discipline policies, and fathers 

expeotine; a greater right of intervention in the day-to-day 

organization of the household and supervision of the children. 

l'hus, not only did the lesser consensus of che parems in 
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this group of families make the reaching of agreements a 

greater problem than in the ocher families adopting partner

ship, the fact that there was a greater area in which both 

partners could intervene meant; that there were more matters 

which depended upon agreement beill;j reached, the pa rene s not 

being prepared to delegate the determination of them to one 

individual. l'hus the sheer task of reaciling agreement; became 

a problem of several-fold greater magnitude, lHght it be 

that the various reactions to this situation (habitual 

quarrelling, permicted matriarchy, dominance and withdrawal) 

were defences a~;;ains t an intolerable iJurden of a ccommoda tion"l 

A conspicuous feacure of the management and direction 

of the families st;udied was the exclusion from them of 

children and adolescents in most of the cases. Only in 

seven fami li esxx (four tradesmen 1 s and three professionals 1 ) 

were sons and daughters admit;ted to the parents' confidence 

concernin('; matters of policy, the parents giving the reasons 

for their decisions and inviting the expression of the 

children's wishes. And only in twoxx (both professionals 1 ) 

were family conferences held and adolescents allowed to 

exert influence in deciding such family macters as the 

ordering of household routine, which members should cake 
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holidays and for how long, how members should be disciplined, 
1 

and how much money t;he family should save. 

4. External Liais£E 

I have already shown how their control roles required 

the father and mother to have supervision of the more public 

and personal rna;:;ters respectively. l'hey also had certain 

specific tasks GO perform in the public and personal fields. 

l 
The types of husband-wife relationship which were 

identified in illelbourne in a study reported by Oeser and 
Hammond, editors (1954, pp.l64 to 179, and 244 to 248) are 
of a different order from the control types which I have 
identified in this chapter, and so cannot be compared with 
them. IG would be misleading, for ina tance, to take their 
terms, autocratic and syncrati£. as equivalents of .e,atriarchy 
(whether le:;itimate or assertive) and partn§lll-lip. 'l'heir 
method has not allowed them to have re;_:;ard for the parts vthich 
principle, consent and dele:;acion play in constituting 
control relationships, Consequent;ly, they have not been 
able to give due acknowledgment co the fact that antecede~ 
decisions determine the meaning of current decisions. b'or 
example, they descrite as ~utonomic any occurrence in which 
only one par cner (say the husband) both decides on an action 
and carries it out, and they have not inquired whether he 
does so because his wife has ac;reed chat he shall take 
decisions of t:ha r.; kind on behtj, lf of them both. J:hi s means 
that VYhat Chey have classifled as autonomic behaviour w~I.ll 
make up a large part of all of the types which I have iden
tified since it can indicate mutual dependence as much as 
independence, Secondly, these workers have noc based their 
typ::s on a consideration of specifically control activities, 
as .1 have sought -:;o do, but on thf; rntio of the simple 
arithmetical sums of cbe different; decision-~ct;ion combinn·Cions 
in all areas of family activit;y (pJ),.l36 and 137). It is hard 
t;o understu:::1d. what:; diffuse items of objective x·eal:U:;v such 
ratios re.~.:n~esent, but; :It is nCJt T:;o be ex1:;ected Chat 'they 
would yield the sort; of control types which I have been 
dealing· witll,. 
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Fathers vrere requ:i.:red to dischar;;e f:tnancj_al, business 

and legal mabters for the family.. ·rhey paid bills, consulted 

landlords, ban~ers and solic1 t;ors, arrao.,::ed for insura:tlce 

~Jolicies, bou;ht shares and so on. L'his was ree:_arded as a 

nor·m i:'l both occupaCional oroups, althou,sb. there was depar

-cure from i-:; amoncst as many as one half of Che t;ri::tdesmen 's 

families,. v~·here de;;o.rture was made, however, and the mother 

took over these functions, there was a feeli:::l,~ that it was 

an irregula:rit;y arisine:; from necessity, which was in need 

of excuse or explan.aloion. rhe reasons given by those 

tradesmen whose wives performed those casks were the real:lstic 

ones that; their '<Vives had more free time in business hour's 

than they had themselves, and it; was said of some of the 

wives that; ~he;y ~vere more ca.f)s.ble manasers or (of a couple) 

that bhey were becter educated and therefore bett;e:r quali-

f'ied for that sort of t;hing. l'here was only one professional's 

farrli ly in whic:.t t;be fathers did not assume l')ractically the 

sole reSi)Onsibility for these tasks, and there the;:l were 

shared by the parents. ·rhe higher incidence amongst; "chem 

of the assumption of these casks may also be part;ly explained 

by the fact that their own occupations give them more 

experience of the ty~'e of transaction needed than the trades

men's do, Some specific tasks of a related kind which 

cerCai.-:1 fnt;hers in both groups undert;ook 't~ere t;o see thac 
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family members we,re not charged extortionate 1Jrices for 

professional or trade services, and to see that; their children 

received fair treatment and reward in their full-time or 

part-time employment. 

On the other haad, it was t;he mother who had to keep 

up personal associations, whether with relad ves or fl"iend.s, 

and whether the relatives were on her own side of the .family 

o:r bhe fal;her 1s. As has been said, the rationr.ale for this 

assignment wo the mother of ttw care of personul relation

ships VILiS related t;o the facts that the father was pre-

occupied in more public res;;>onsi1)ilities, and thac the 

mother was believed to have a nutural gift of intuition 

which enabled her to be more insi(C;ht;ful in dealings wit;h 

people. 

£he mother 1s assumption of these responsibilicies meant 

tht.:\(~ she had t;o arrange for visics, either wa~T' with rela

tives or friends, to make the necessary preparations, such 

as doing special cookinc;, and to do most of the entertainint;. 

Mothers supervised some of their husbands 1 sociability 

activities as well as their own and joint acdvities, especial

ly those of their husbands 1 engagements which affected the 

family's j;)Ublic standing. 'l'hey kept an eye on what; invita

t;ions were received for insi;ance, saw thaG none were treu i;ed 

carelessly, and saw that they were duly reciprocated. It 
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also usually fell to the mothers to maintain mosc of the 

correspondence with relatives, friends and acquaini;ances. 

Some wives claimed that; their husbands would be owned by 

neither friends nor relatives if it hadn't been for their 

own ree;ular correspondence on t;hei;n husbands 1 behalf. 

Children and adolescents were encouraged by their 

paren:s, but by mothers particularly, to make friends of 

their own and, in mosc cases, to invi t;e them home. Perhaps 

they< would be allowed to invite them to a parcy. Ehere were 

few parents who felc they could be careless of supervision 

over the friendships which their children formed, and a 

number had had to intervene at some stae;e to discourage a 

child from associatins with an "undesirable" companion. 

'rhey felt that invi:;i friends home was the best; v;ay of 

screening them, as well as being a way of consolidating 

the friendships. 

'The extent to which children and adolescents were 

expected to associate with adults who were guests of their 

parents was arl"estine;ly different for che two occupacional 

groups. l'radesrnen 's children were seldom expected to do 

much of this, unless inclina<cion led chem to. But profes

sionals 1 children, except for those who were Vel"Y young and 

would be restless, were usually expected to s[!end some time 

with the guests, to greet them and converse with t;hem, and 

perhaps help to offer food and drinks co them. 
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5. Social:Lzatlon of the Chlldren 

'rhe fam1Ues of the sample were much the same ln the 

areas they allocted to each pa~ent for the soc1alizat1on 

of the children, but they var•ied in their methods for doinc; 

it;. I will deal first, then, with the allocation of ax•eas 

of activity; and afterwards with t;he precise definition 

of the parental roles. 

As the mother was at; home much mor0 constantly than 

the father, whose worl' took hi:n out; of the :family circle 

for the greater part of the active day except; at week-enls, 

t;ime and place dictated that; the mother should play the 

leading part in 'che socialization of che children. I have 

said that the mother was mainly concerned wHh the personal 

care and supervision o:f the children. But her close contact 

wich them for these reasons was almost continuously accom

panied by a socializing purpose, as she trained them to 

care for c;hemselves, and as she crained them in skills, 

manners and good behaviour, Jlhus iG was predominantly the 

moi~hers in all families who gave the children thelr dei;ailed 

directions and their moral instruction. In most families 

the fachers were content to leave these ma tt;ers to t;he 

mothers except in situations when they were alone with the 

children and direction became inescapable. Six professionals 

and three tradesmen, however, voluntarily undertook a larger 
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share of the direction and moral instruction of the children 

during their time at home; and two further tradesmen actually 

rivalled their wives in this sphere, due t;o each of them 

holding a special theory about child-i;rainint;. 'rhis closer 

associa t;j on of the mot; her with the children in the process 

of their training ;>robably accouni;s for the fact referred 

to earlier (Chapter VI, p. 184 ) t; hat, where the parents 1 

responsibility attitudes or values diverged, che children 

adopted those of the mother, except; in some of the cases 

where the :father had a greater share than was usual in their 

direction, 

But, although :fachers were largely exempt, because o:f 

absence, from issuin€ the routine directions, they were 

required when ac home to support che mothers, to uphold 

their rulings i:f a child questioned or resisted them, and 

to share with t;he mothers the admonition and punishment of 

offenders. Most mothers liked to feel they had someone to 

whom they could a,JlJeal for an expression of stron~er dis

approval or the exertion of more severe punishment; in the 

event of serious misdemeanours or repeated commissions of 

che sarne offence. In all of t;he families the fathers 

accepted the role of supporting the mother in the discipline 

of the children, and most of t;hem accepted as well the 

part of the stront:;er and sterner arm of the fami.ly law, and 
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became the parent whose intervention the children feared 

most. ;i'his was so whether their intervention took the form 

of physical punishmenc, non-physical punishment or merely 

verbal reproof. 

Parents of both sexes t;ave several reasons to justify 

this arran;_;ement, One was that the mother needed some 

relief from the constancy of correction. Ano:;her was that 

che mother in cp estion simply could not cope emotionally 

either with severe puni shmenc or adrnoni t; ion; she tended 

to lose conc;rol or become hysterical and was more upset; 

by the whole situst;ion than the children themselves. A 

third reason was that it was desirable to balance the amount 

of frustration and unpleasantness which the children suffered 

at the hands of each parent. Otherwise, with the mother 

executing the routine punishments and corrections, the 

father would take an undeserved appearance of benevolence 

in the children 1s eyes and become more popular with them 

in comparison Vlith the mol;her. 

Now for the more variable features of the pax'ental 

roles. Just as there were traditional and more exper:tmental 

forms of family ;;overnment, so there were traditional and 

experimental methods for the reari of children. But even 

though such differences were a,;;paren~, §!.11 of the parents 

felc; thac they were in a new era so far as this question 
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was concerned. 'l'hey were all self-conscious about their 

approach to their children, be lievinb that children were 

under a new dispensation, and that; the treatment now consi

dered appropriate to them was very different even from tha~ 

which they had experienced themselves one generation pre

viously. Ic was accordin§ to which features of this new 

approach the families elected to adopt and which they lefc 

aside that differences between them had taken shape. 

'l'heX'e were four main elements to be distinguished in 

the ideal type of the new a_pproach to children. The first 

was the belief that one needed to equip oneself with know

ledge in order to deal with children effectively. Merely 

to imitate others, o:r to repeat the methods of reari nc; one 

had exj)erienced in childhood, as had been done in the tradi

ti<:mal approach, would not suffice. l'here was a need to 

know something about the psychology of children, and their 

different stages of development, and to observe and respect 

their individual differences, 'i'he second element was a 

belief that paren;;s should be coopanions to their children, 

and noi; the remote authorities they had been in earlier 

generations. 'TIJ.ey should associate intimately with the 

children and show as much equality with them as possible; 

specifically, they should let the children see that the 

L;hin0 s which they are doins both at home and away from home 
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are noticed, tlleJ should give the children help in achieving 

whatever goals they choose for themselves, they should be 

careful to demonstrate sffect;ion for them, and they should 

make occasion to amuse and entertain them. 'l'he third and 

fourth elements had to do with a different conception from 

the traditional one, of what; one was aiming to pl:'oduce as a 

socialized child. V¥h1le it was thoug-ht that the tradit;lonal 

aim had been to produce an obedient child, the modern aim 

was to produce a self-regulating child. Children, it was 

believed, would be socialized, not by su91:;ress:ion of eir 

inclina-Gions, but; by expression of them in social sit;uations 

which, they v,rould learn Go realize, set -~:;he lirrli ts for 

"Chern~ Also, while i -b was tb.ouc.:::ht the trBdi t;ional aim had 

been Go produce a child prepared for duty, the newer aim 

was t;o produce a ld with every pot;ent:lality developed .. 

It; wus in l;he ,Professionals' families much rnore -Chan 

in the tradesmen's tba G paren-cs were psycholoc:i ca lly j .. nformed 

xv 
abou~ children.-.... ~rhere were only two amo:nE_-st the fo:rtiy 

professional l)arenl-:s vrbo had not discussed, :rend o:r theoP::lzed 

about child development, and who had not observed their own 

children to discover their individual chsraccerist:ics and 

needs. About; one half of the parents of the tradesmen's 

families had done the same, but the remainder were fairly 

i &_.nor ant of the needs and na ~ure s of children. In mos b of 
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the cases where parents exhibibed this psychological 

ignorance, they did so together with their spouses, but 

three fa t;hers (one tradesman and bwo professionals) ex hi bi ted 

ignora~we in association with very· thorou 0 h knowledge on 

the _pari; of their vrives. These men had deliberately rs:~1u1 

liev::.:ng tha:t i:t was not ttthe man's concerr:tn 

to seek instructior.t in these rna tters. 

the parents had so consciously 

forr:1ula ted and ap)lied theories of child developmenl; that 

they Ghemselves ret;arded their methods of t:rain1ng as 

Phe fact that only two of these were 

.famil:tes which adopted le ttmate patriarchy su 0 gests chat 

conse:rva vc hus nd-vvi.fe relatlons may be associated v.dth 

more conservat :t ve J:Xl rent -cht ld re la 

~hese parencs were seeking to avoid 

fo:r their children certain de 1/riva-L:ions or personaliiJy 

defects w·hich tbey tel:teved them.selves to have been ourde:::1ed. 

particular ss..)ect of personality wb.icb. t;L~ey ho.Ped to .foster, 

or the deJ)r:l.vation they hoped to obviate, de9ended on lihe 

par uulE1:r thing from Vih:tch the~r were reactint,.. In nine 

families where one or bot;h parents d suffered severe 

re.;.J ressi v e discipline and wha::, seemed to :;hem a:rb:l. trary 
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restriction of though!; or behaviour, the dominating :Idea 

v;as to give the ch:i.ldl.,en ample freedom of expression, and 

r:i.e_:·hts of self-de-ce:Pminat:;ion and self-development~ These 

~arents bBVe their chi fe1:v direct~tves and little d:ireci:. 

puni s h.men t * In two c&ses 0he theoPy of c"h.ild trainin~~_. was 

very fully developed, In one of these it was believed 

:;hac t:hroush diseussion the chj_ldren would learn that the 

family itself (and. not the i.~;arenl;s) was CD.e source o:f 

author:i.t.;;y-, and that; they would curb Chetr inclinat:tons out; 

of respect for lc~ In another, 1~ was thousht that the 

child should suffer no res:i.stance to bi~l will except wbe::-t 

c1:.une u::;; a ins t so;:neone else v'!l"ho desired somethint:, d:tffe:rent; 

Ghen it; became a trial o.f s Gren2:th, and it; ·was desirable 

somet;imes Co deliberately glv·e in to the child so \:; t. he 

would not feel ir:l.i)Otent & ·.£!his latter th<':3ory w~ts BL->IJlied 

by a .father 1r.rho vvas fervently attached to tl-1e belief t;haG 

hts metbod of rea:rins would e:radlcat:;e g·u:l.l·c, and. consequently 

•tete neuroses from which 90 per cent of modern people suffer.•• 

?aren.ts in several of these families confessed to 

fj_ndin6 the:i.r theories inadequai;e, u:nd were returninc; to 

tradic::ton.a1 methods.. A number of the children cornplained 

about tte stal;e into which the methods had brought eit;her 

themselves or their siblin~s. One daughter of fourceen said, 

"I absolutely must be organized and no-one will or;c:an.ize me 
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here .. H 

won't control us, I'd rather have a father who'd take more 

control, I'd like to see mor·e or niza on in the running 

of the family itself; there's no orcanizadon here at all: 

we kids ~et too free a run. r.rhe set; up I fd like is where 

you could more or less look up DO your parents, and not see 

then degraded by the children, i'he fac.her ought to be the 

dominant person in the household, and the children, and the 

mothEr too, oue;ht to obey him." 

In one of these families which emphasized ~reat freedom 

of ex_pression, and in cwo others v1hose exper:!mentalism was 

reactionary, the parents had aimed to rear the children 

"by love", meanin2, by that the avoidance of direction and 

punisl:unent, and dependence for direction and correction on 

example and the evidence of hurt suffered by the parents as 

a consequence of the children's misbehaviour. Both parenGs 

of two of these famil:!es and one parent of the tbir•d expressed 

disillusionment about tbe med;r"od, and confesced co returning 

to more conventional methods of punishment and tbe issue of 

direct instruction. All of the children expressed dissatis-

faction, indicatinc; a wish to have been moulded more firmly, 

or shovr.tng sGrain at havln~:~ been subject; to an excessive 

burden of moral responsibility. 
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The t;wo cases in which experimental child trainine; did 

not take a reactionary form were that of one family whose 

parents believed themselves co have been over-corrective 

with one child earlier and were seeking ways to redress this, 

and tha'; of another family in which one physically defective 

child had stron;ly focussed the mother's attention on the 

e;eneral need to have regard for children's individuality. 

The ideal of parents as the companions of bhe children 

had been adopted by all of the families. In three {two 

tradesmen 1 s and one professi ona 1 1 s), it had developed into 

over-familiarity, t;he children being constantly disrespectful 

and presumptuous towards their parents. In three t;radesmen 's 

families and four professionals 1 on the other hand, the 

parents sought to preserve respect for themselves by balancing 

intimacy with occasional distance. They did this mainly by 

placing certa:tn of their decisions beyond appeal, in order 

to convey to the children that there was more in the scope 

of their understanding than the children could appreciat;e,. 

In about one half the families of each occupaciona 1 c;roup 

the parent;s implemented oomparJ.onsh:i.p by st;:rivi.ng to t;i ve 

the children 

·their wishes 

equal ric;hts 
1 

and plans. 

with themselves, by considerins 

The other half of che families 

--·--- ----------l 
This respecc for what a child himself wanted scopped 

short; of the child 1s being encouraged to take a total view of 
the family and assist, according to the capacity his age 
allowed, in making responsible decisions which would affect 
the whole family. 
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did not consider equal ric;hts necessary, and, while main

taining companionship and showing the children consideration, 

they strongly impressed on the children their subordinate 

importance to the parents. 

raking notice of the children and their activities and 

demonstratin;:; affection towards them were thincs which both 

parents of the sreater number of families consciously strove 

for. 3ut there was one tradesman's family and three profes

sionals 1 where both parents excused themselves on the grounds 

chat they were undemonstrative and unemotional "by nature", 

and so unable to fulfil that aspect of the role. In four 

other families (cwo :from each occupational group) the 

father relinquished this function to the mother alrr:ost entirely; 

the professionals lart;:ely unwillingly and because of the 

demands of their professions on their time; and the trades-

men largely voluntarily, believinc their role to be princi

pally that of provider for the obi ldren, while it was for 

the mother to 11 be closer" to the children, and show them 

personal interest and love. l'he one matter excepted .for 

these .fathers was taking an interest in the children's school

ing. For that was a matter in which all parencs of the 

sample showed intense interest, particularly from the aspects 

o.f the child's academic or sporting progress, and his 

adjustment to class-rna tes and teachers. All par en cs offered 
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rewards for school achievement, and parents of both sexes 

int;eresced themselves in choosint; schools for the children 

and in seeing tha'c che children kepc up some sort of credi

t;able performance there, Both parents encouraged children 

of both sexes to think about l:;heir future careers and 

communicated their own aspirations to them. A !l'.arked dif

ference was found in the two occupational groups in the role 

played by the parents in storing the children 1s minds wlth 

general encyclopaedic information, as distinct; from know

ledge of personal and practical matters. It is the sort of 

difference which might be expected, however, in view of the 

different educational standing of the parent;s of the two 

groups. In nearly all of the professionals 1 families, 

in.fox·mal education of this kind was somethinc which bot;h 

parents undertook continually. Amon:;st the tradesmen's 

families it was much more commonly resarded as the father's 

q\lali.f'ication to be able to answer questions, and mochers 

were regularly depended upon to do so in less than one half 

of the families. 11 l'b..at 's something yo\l had better ask your 

father, 11 tradesmen's wives would say, almost reflexly • 

. Phe parents of one half of the families of each 

occupational group conceived it to be part of their parental 

role as a companion GO give the children help in their own 

acti vi Glee. Thus they a ssi s bed in building cubby-houses, 
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made equipment for games, helped with hobc·;ies or assisted 

in sports, or put themselves at the children's service in 

ocher ways. Phe remainder did praotica lly nothing of I; his 

kind, some because of extreme busyness, but most of them 

because they did not conceive such assistance to belonc to 

the pa renta 1 role. 

Ii; remains to consider the measures taken by parent;s 

t;o ensure thai; the products of their moulding would be self

reeulating and developed children. All of the parents 

believed that children should develop freely and be allowed 

a certain amount of their own way and expression, They 

firmly rejected what they took co he the older view that 

children should be suppressed. 3ut at the same time, with 

the exception of most; of those whose child-training methods 

were distinctly experimental, the paren·cs were cautious about 

excreme departures from traditional methods either of 

d:treoting ch:tldren or correct:ton. 

Some of the parents were extremely careful to see 

that the children were not hemmed in w:tth restrict:tons, and 

that t;hey had opportum ty to make choices of their own. They 

were encouraged, for example, to decide for themselves when 

they would do certain th:tngs, what; food they would prefer, 

what clothes they would wear, what form they would prefer 

their own recreation to take, Parents saw that the ch:tldren 
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were amply supplied with opporttmities to express themselves; 

in play, in art;, and conversationally in discussion. And 

a number of them were careful not to be too insistent on 

exact or prompt compliance with orders, espec:i.ally if the 

children were very young. In doint;,: these things they were 

applying principles which misht be described as non-directlon, 

expression and permiss1on. 3ut, ac the same time most of 

them strove to balance these with direct1on, control and 

authoric;y, l'hey told children plainly, firmly and repeatedly 

what they must do, and punished disobedience, rhey gave 

t;hem to understand that there were 11mLs to their freedom 

of expression, especially ••hen in company. l'hey plainly 

showed that they themselves were in author:i.ty, and were 

responsible for directing the family, and would curtail 

the activities of any individual if they considered it 

necessary for the seneral good. 

Corrections were er.f'orced by punishment, but there was 

no attempt t;o motivate [OOd behaviour by rev1ards in any 

except three tradesmen 1s and one professional's family; and 

even there it was admitted guiltily as if rebarded as wron~, 

and only resorted to where it was extremely difficult to 

secure obedience, such as getting a child to leave for 

school on time in the morning. Children were quite fre

quently rewarded for specific tasks, such as mowing s lawn 
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or cleaning windows, but not for behaving well. Most parents 

aimed to minimize punishment, and tried to suit it to the 

child 1s sta,;e of development and indi vidua 1 temperament. 

Physical punishment was mainly for small children or for 

boys up to adolescence, and was used by parents of both 

sexes in both occupabional :.;roups, 'rhe deprivation of some 

pleasure, or seve1:e scoldinc;, were the cow.monest forms of 

punishmenc, and were used in both occupational categories 

for children of all azes. Exclusion from ths family's 

company was employed in only a couple of families in each 

occupational group. l'he practice of makin_;; amends for 

the wrong done, such as repairing damage, was an idea which 

some of the professlonal parents trled to implement, but 

it required too much thought and tlme for any of them t; o 

do so oonslstently. 

Finally, t;he assignment of responsibility to children 

as a factor in their development to maturity was conspicu

ously neglected as a principle of training, except in the 

case of a few of the larger families, But there was instead 

a strong belief that che children should develop their 

physical and mental capacities to the fullest extent. For 

~his reason, parents excused children from work in the 

home, and encouraged them to study, achieve sporting prowess, 

and develop artistic skills. Although the fam:i lies had 
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relinquished formal education to the schools, the parents 

dwell; continuously on the children's school achievement, 

so that for children and adolescents success 1.n school ( o:r 

colle,;e or universi!;y) became a dominatinec oblication, and 

it; seemed co a number as well i; o be the only measure by 

which they would be :ranked or be acceptable - even at home. 

Ehe parents also encoura;_,ed the children i;o jo:i.n clubs 

vrhich were appropriate to tbei:r azes, in order to learn t;o 

mix with other children and have expressive activities. 

While both parents inGer0sted themselves in these aspects 

of their children's lives, it was the mochers almost 

exclusively who had to supervise the children's participation 

in school and their various croups, and see c;hat they were 

regular, on time, had the requi::dGe equipment, and so on .. 

6. Personal So~ 

Families ex pee ted the t their members would follow 

;:;heir own inclinations in certain spheres, and guarded che 

opportunicy for them to do so, l'here were a number of 

parLs to this freedom. It included the members' ri t to 

enjoy sport, entertainment; nnd sociability appropriate t;o 

their ase and sex,and to pursue individual interests and 

su.~.oport movements, as vie as "their ri.;ht; ,::;o sirnplv relax, 
c. " 

and, in some cases, co have privacy. It would be wrons to 
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suppose that these we:re act 1 vi es in iNhi ch fam5.ly members 

necessarlly asserted themselves a Jnst the family by 

di vestint.c themselves of their family roles and responsi bi li-

ties; for, although that sometim·~:;s ha_ppened, most eormnonly 

these acttv:l Lies were eni.j&[:ed in with the fD.mi ly 's sanction 

·Chouc}l some of thern broucht a Gernpor.:;try release from the 

family's J)resence.. Vie 1tvould sai:.1. a more co:rrocG l::;icture 

if we realized thuG f's.r::ily member's enjoyed their islands o£' 

person::al space less by conquest; than by the family's ms.nda-~o .. 

Such activi ·t;Jes ~vere written into the :roles of 'cher snd 

mother, son and daughGer, t·y t:;he expectations of Ghe group 

Eo·wever, c se were mat~ers in vJbich a ::'amily could 

sca:r·cely be as unifo:r:n -~h others s.s i::; could te in matters 

eoncernin6 prcduc til ::;n i)nd. cone :ro 1, for E:~xam_ple; simi) ly 

because members elec ~~ed to use in different wa~'"S the free

dom &.:ranted to them. ·;;here was uniform.iCy in the fact thaC 

mu t:;he same kinds of li.be:tli:;::/ we:r•o belisved t<J Ce clue to 

the bearers of a par~icular family role, but each family 

had co se'l:;tle fo:r itself VlhaG acvual t3.ctivi ;~ies on Che par1 t 

of any member would be acceptable to it. rhere we!'e some 

milies where the freedom which an L1di vidu:il felt in need 

of exceeded what; i:;h€ .f'am.i lJ" WS\s ·vv5. lli::1g to allow. .Chen 
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chere wo.s a strucgle to settle the boundary of leg,it:i.mate 

fl"eedorn. In a few cases the sbru::_ e was sectled by deciding 

to tolerate a lar de ee of autonomy for members, to .;.Jut 

u,p with it and make the besT; of it. In others l~he struggle 

was scarcely se-ctled at all~ Ic was only in these latter· 

families, where the preci.se extension of anyone's free-space 

was in dispute, that members enjoyed a part of their free 

space by assertion a(:ainst the fa ly.. .Chus i:::-1 some J:'am:tl:i.es 

there vtrB. s independence by assertion, just as in some there 

was oonsrol by assertion. But; these are developments virdch 

vrlll be considered together in the course of the next chapter. 

All parents had freedom to engac_e in sport if they 

chose, except that:; a small num~Jer claimed that comrr:di~ment;s 

to the family made it too inconvenient to ma!.{e the effort. 

Some did not wish to take part. Of those who did take pare, 

· ,, t;• "~" ;...l .{_~ ,,n'~ muon cne greater propor-lon a1a so separa~e y ~rotn ~ e~k 

spouses. All parents were free to enjoy such entertain:nent; 

as cinema, theatre, concerts, danci~g, and so on, but Chey 

vvere eXl)ect;ed r.;o take the creater proportion of it; in 

company with their spouses or children. Mothers were f:ree 

to take a. tri) t;o town or to a friend's ~8lace. Fathers who 

did not themselves choose a 0 ains't; 1.t were free to spend 

some cirne drinldng in hoGel bars, usually before coming in 

to the evenin2. meal, ali:;hou their wives insisted on a nor~ 
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of moderation. Parents were free to take part, according 

to their wish, in such educational i_jroups and parents 1 

221 t I) 

movements as were r·eferred GO in ChalJter VII (pp 232 ), and, 

the parents of professionals 1 families particularly, in 

the progressive movements and beneficial organizations also 

referred ~o there, and in the alumni groups of their old 

schools; and in all of these they took part separately from 

one another much more often than they took part tosether. 

Parenics were free to engoq~e in political and religious 

activities if they chose, althouc_(h there was one esse in 

which a father's freedom to ensage in political acl;ivities 

had been denied him because his wife was not; in agreement 

with his polHics. 

Within the home parents were free to :relax: glancing 

throuc;h the newspaper or a magazine, listening to the rad:Lo 

or records, play:Lnc:; cards, reading a boo~{, tcardening, 

worldnc.; at a ho;:,by - the ves se\ving, _perhaps, and the 

husbands at work in their workshops. lAany wives made 

opportunicy for relaxation Ln the course of their working 

day, so that t:;hey could be at the command of other members 

at; ljhe week-end. Fathers and some school children engaged 

in sport; at; week-ends, and fathers who did not do so looked 

for an extended period of relaxation. Fairly cenerslly, 

it was expect;ed that; fathers would take their relaxat-ion 
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in longer stretches t:u:m their wives. 'l'hey were thouc;ht 

to be more in need of a "complete break" at wee•c-ends 

especially. 

Children and adolescence enjoyed freedom co take part 

in sporbing cluts and neigllbourbood e,ames, and to seek 

entertainment, particularly in the cinema; but all withh-1 

whatever Umi cs parents prescribed. They were, for the most 

part, free to engage in relit:ious activities, althoucJ.t some 

differences were found uvlth respect to this.. Most parents 

who were themselves religious exl)ect ed their chi ld.:ren co 

follow their own relisious activic;ies as a model and to 

adopt the denomination and relieJous style they tlwmselves 

favoured. 'lrnose parents who were not religious were t;ene

rally tolerant of any kind of religious interest which their 

children showed. 'They hoped it would not last and believed 

that freedom to vent:tla te the interest was che best way 

co exhaust; it. Within the home children and adolescents 

could counc on a great deal of free time for playing games 

and following hobbies. 

7. Fixi~f Roles 

A certain difference was noticeable in the fact chat 

some families held the outlines of their roles rie;idly fixed 

and, indeed, sou;ht to make di.fferences conspicuous, while 
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others allowed roles elasticity and kept differences subdued. 

I refer, particularly, to che sexual di.f.ferentiaticm, the 

roles tiven to males and .females. Vlhac I discuss now as 

fixity of role differentiation is a different thing .from 

definition or lack: of definition in role demarcation. 'I'he 

roles can be quite clearly defined as belonging to husband 

or wife, for example, but if there is not very great fixity, 

one will take the other's role occasionally wit;hout seL'

consciousness, but nevertheless quite withoui; confusion, 

still realizi.ng that it is t;he ocher person's _part one is 

now playing. 

I have said that those who jl.dopted partnershi;J as the 

principle of family management; were more disposed to recognize 

that individual variations made conventional roles less 

congenial co some people t;han others, and thac this type of 

family manageme:a.t; was more prevalent amongs'c professions 1 

families. l'his may be com"lected with the faces that; in 

professional .families sexual dLfferences were not highlighted, 

that only in six did hus.band and wife think it a mat;t;er of 

honour co confine themselves to their ovm sphere, • and only 

in two of these did the husband feel it necessary to 

conspicuously exhibit masculinity, xx in a wa~' shortly to be 

described. 
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In an other professional famiHes, while the areas 

of responsibility for husband and wife mieht be distinccly 

drawn, the division was regarded as a conventional arrange

ment for econor.1y and efficiency, and it was felt that one 

simply had to leave certe.in thin2s to one 1s partner. 'lhere 

was noc much feeling that the thin;s left to the person of 

the ocher sex were im~Jroper ·co one 1s own sex, and the::; it 

was a shame to be found doint; them. So husbands and wives 

had little compunction about trespassing on one another 1s 

roles, if disposition, interest or need led them to do so, 

L'here seemed to be little sex-role anxiety, little comlml

sion to assume an appearance which was not deeply rooted 

in inclination, simply for the sake of seeming a regular 

man or woman. 

On the other hand among trades people there was a 

tendency to invest Ghe sexual division of funct~Lons with a 

symbolic or diacritical aspect, beyond that of real useful

ness; althou;,:.h ic was husbands rather chan wives who did this. 

Not merely did these men leave certain activities to their 

wives, but in two thirds of the cases they felt it necessary 

as well to conspicuously demonstrate masculinity. • l'his 

demonstration (and it was the same in the case of the two 

professionals referred to earlier) took the form of completely 

dissociatin6 oneself from chose ma t;ters allocated to the 
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mot;her, of affecting ignorance of them, lac!<: of interest 

in them, inability co understand them, or even conbempc for 

them. rhus these fathers affected incompetence, forgetful-

ness or ignorance about matters of domestic o:rganizati0"1, 

contempt for detail and exactness, forced casualness, in-

sensitiveness to personality, and awkwardness about reU£).on, 

culture and manners, us m..'lrks of authentic masculinity. 

On the other hand, c;here were six professionals' and 

three tradesmen 1s fam:i.li es in which the role adherence of 

husbands and wives was very elastic. 'fhese parents stressed 

the fact that they were not che type of people who felt !;hat 

one kind of' work was definitely che woman's work and one 

kind c;he man's; although their statements chat they were 

willing to "take over" che othEr 1s jots, or to 11 help 11 the 

other, convey che fact, fox' which shere was additional evi-

dence, that they observed a quite clear demar'cation of the 

ownership of' casks. However, the fathers' own roles tended 

t;o include more than token domestic help and more than the 

customary small amounc of child direction. 

Amon~cst adolescents and children, concern to make 

sexual roles fixed bv svmbol:l.c elaboracion was more universal, . . 
and was abou'; equally prevalent in both occupational ~croups. 

Nearly all parents also felc some concern to see that their 

sons and daughters developed traits appropriate to their sex, 
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althoue,h a few of the adolescent;s themselves found the type 

unconcentA.l and almost impossible to acce9l-;. 

Smaller boys were 11 bo~7 S 11 lart:,ely in so far as they 

found restraint irksome and resisted it, and were bo:i.sterous, 

violent and even cruel, and unmethodica 1 and roving. 'I'he;/ 

strove for physical prowess and muscular control, and they 

re]}ressed sensi bi li ty. 'Ni th quite precocious vehemence 

some of them exceeded adulc males in exhibitin[l many of the 

signs of symbolic masculinity catalogued above. 'I'h:i.s was 

especially so amont;st the sons of tradesmen, presumably on 

account of imitation of the models supplied by their fathers. 

Adolescent; males strove for extroversion, clean-cue 

decisiveness and straight-forwardness and a hard repression 

of feeling. l'hey were scornful of em;husiasm and de:JJonstra

tiveness, some of them :ridiculing these t:raits in girls and 

women; and the more generous in feeling having to adopc some 

inverted trick for t;be admission of sentiment, such as 

jotdng, teasing or flattery. 'They were deliberately un

sympathetic to others and did not invite sympathy for t;hem

se lves, having an easy adap ta bi H ty to inconvenience. They 

took knocks lightly and a,J;?eared touch and independent. 

Given the chance chey would be bossy :i.n a sadistic style, 

especially over younger brot;hers.. Whi pr:Jfoundly uneasy 

about e,irls and unfamiliar with their mentality, they assu~1ed 

a swagger of being successful vvith them. 
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Small c_irls were encourac;ed :i.n modesty, and were supposed 

to be leas boisterous or noisy than bo~s~ Generally speakinc;, 

they were under closer supervision, and so chey were more 

restricted in what they could do and where Ghey could t,o. 

They were considered very feminine if they exhibited marked 

fondness for dress, ornamentation and self-diSJ.)lay. 

An expectation to be socially decorous fell upon 

adolescent e,irls much more heavily than on boys of like age. 

A lt1rt_;e part of Cheir femininity was believed to consist in 

their social com1;etence. They needed to able to entertt.:.in 

and behave ciously ss 2_;uescs, to bear Ghemselves V7iCh 

poise and be consistently and continuously cal"eful of manners, 

even the mos ~ occas:lonal la_9se in an unsuarded moment beint:; 

thoush-t; Hmos-c unladylike.a 'J:hey were expected to be dress-

conscious, and to s·tudy J.)hysi.cal :und persGnal charm. Vihile 

modesc, and never for~vrard, they vlere expected to be -cakine; 

an inte:resL in boys,. PerhuJ)s their most essential femininit;y 

vras shouc_,ht; co lle in che preservation of the-ir natural 

refinement; and se~J.sibili 

Conclusi£.!?; 

V'le have examined how the fanlil;:/ itself imposes expec-

tacions on its members according to the posicion they occupy 

within it because of their generation, age and sex. It 
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assi ~ :n performances which d:tvide rouctly into those 

having to do vrt::;h production, control, ext;crna 1 liaison, 

socialization and pe:rsonal space. 'l1he subsidiary roles om 

these differenc areas of a c ti.v1. t::r brou 

ea:cdinnl roles o:..:-· futb~?:r, mot:he:r, son a::1d dalit;ht:er, each 

Some of these tas the membeJ:s d:lscha by 

co-opera or.t amon~s t t; elves, for some they separate to 

people. 3ut; the familv mak€B all of . --
tl":..e Gast:::s relevant to itself, :t.n such a wa3:- tb.a t they are 

pa:rt; of the person 1s famil,
1
:· role .. It ma:r not be imrnedtnte1;:;:-

- 1 .. , .., 

certain ex-r;ernal roles aro made releva::1t t;o t 

fami , but they are so because ly members :lm.pose the 

person 11 ~ u.nd t; s 

el L gerson owes ic co 

-che it to the oerson to 

see bLs. t he docs so .. le iG is usually clear that acti 

ties sane oned in the firs~ way are attached to 

corL1ect:ion which activit;:i_es sanctioned tn G second 

Wfl.~' bave. with t;he family is often not so plain; but t.;Le~-, 

are just as much pe:r.formed under the constr,a5.nt of family 

expectations~ rrhus the father ts external ac·clvtty in his 

occupa~ion is somethlng wh:tch is due to the family from the 

father, and i·c is not hard Co see tl.~e con1.ection oi.' t;his 
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wi~h 'Cl1e family, ·ene child's att;endance at school, on the 

quite. exterrw.l to 

~he faJ:ily. 3ut this ~achmenc is il sory, chi is 

at; scbJol and, :it may be, works hard there becnuse his 

1:Ieve chat an educR on is due to t; chlld from 

the famil;y-, arrd tecause L:bey send him. ar:.d eX_i.)GCt him co do 

well. He is ab school because of she na~ure of parental 

and .filial rolss, and is fulfi.lli of· his al role 

Lhere. c ure underto 

fami 

see 'chat~ a mocher Las a CLa:T at u 
' flCl 

her ~;rac;:,ice and her husband quesr;ions her abouc her per-

fo:rmance at; Lhe end of etlcL dayts play .. Ch:l.ldren are sent 

co cinema bectn1::Je 1-he pa:r:ents vli.sb. :~o see chem Enjoy 

to ve t;hem pr:tce 

of admission. 

In a sinr: l:_l.r V/BY it~ could be si:10VI'Tl how all Che excernal 

en£)3 men:~s referred to in t s cl1a,p:_:;er ;::re made relevan~ 

co che family for one of the ~wo reasons - whebher the 

activity be ~he fatherrs efforcs ~o earn an income, to equip 

himself with a knowled~e of politics, the economic situation 

and in~ernat:ional affairs, to assimilate himself -co some 
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class type, to scrike some workable a Gti Lude of social 

- "'"1"· t . ' i res~)ODSlOl :Lty, ·o engac;e ln ocv.:r nes.s, l 

l.iainment; or Gll.e rr1o :r 's continua 1 shoppint. excursions and 

goint; ouc to visit fr:iends and relstives.., entertaining adult 

cc;uesi;s or friends of che children, or recreation; or che 

ch:i.ldr•en 1s and adolescencs' school or universHy acdvit;ies, 

their clubs and neichbourhood c;angs, the:'Lr persoml fr1end-

ships, and their leisure pursui t:s t These activities be lone: 

co the f'arnily b~? a ~,rery forcible resLraint; not siml)ly 

because they arc enceq:ced in by individuals who are at the 

same time members of She famil:~·, nor because they are knovln 

about by all members of the mily, bub because they are 

believed t;o be ~ either b o t;he family o:r it:; s members, and 

are consequently carried out v,ritbin tbe sh-hold of the 

familyrs expectations,. 

T'he fact t G all the internal accivities of family 

memters are made rclevar:t; to Gb.e fam:i.ly .for -che same reason,s 

1s equally imporcanv, but because it is more self-evident: ic 

doe,s no-c need labour·i • And, as I have shown, var:i.ous 

acbivi·cies from bot;h in"Cernal and external spheres are selected 

for each person and bound t;osether j_nto the cardinal role 

of father, mother, son or dau er. I choose to oa 11 these 

roles cardinal not t;o indicate that they are the most 
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attractive or atsorbins to the indi viclua 1 who bears them, 

but because they are hinges which cause the other roles 

which the indi vidua 1 carries to turn Uf)On thern, by making 

his subsidiary roles relevan~ or even necessary to themselves -

wh11e she reverse connection does noc apply. ~hus there is 

a sense in which a ther is an engineer, a golfer, a dis-

ciplinarian, a dahlia experc and a church deacon on account 

of being a facher; but there is no sense in which he is a 

father on account of being any of those thin;:s. It is an 

individual's own perception of his cardinal role which I will 

now call his whole identity. li'or J am presumint: thac it 

is a cardinal role which, because it organizes all an incli-

vidkal 's se,9e.raLe parts into one, ves him some sense of 
1 

unity, to which he attaches the f'irsc .~;ersona 1 pronouns. 

Of a 11 the individuals in the sample studied, except 

perhaps one parent and a small propo:rtlon of' adolescents, one 

would feel confidenc; in saying that ·cbsir family roles were 

'che:lr cardinal roles, and that chcy regarded themselves as 

mothers, fathers, sons or daughters fundamentally. It was 

Gheir part in tihe family which save order and unity 110 bheir 

... ~---------------· 1 
It wi 11 be a.;,>parent that by cardinal role I mean some

ching more complex than t;ht'< t fusi:m of roles in which the 
bearing of one role becomes the qualification for bearing 
another, e.g, when only a bachelor may be a priest. 
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whole lives; and t;here was no part which they played in 

any other form of social organization whtch came anywhere 

near t;he farni ly role in 1-ncluding other roles within itself. 

This su;'_e:,escs that she family may play a unique part in 

securint.; personality organization, It is widely recognized 

that; individuals who are deprived of f~1mily life (orphans, 

rejected children, unmarried men and women, widows and 

divorcees, for example) have special problems of adjus~ment. 

It would be interestinec to inquire in what social context;s 

they seek for cardinal roles and what success they s.cb:i.eve 

in finding them; and whether, in fac·c, cardinal roles do 

exist an~where outside of tbe famlly. Also, it; would be 

interesting to explore further the cases of chose 3dolescents 

who can:1ot acce_..Jt their f'ami l~r roles and so cannot ms ~e them 

cheir cardinal roles. 'J!hese adolescents will tend to have 

more than one centre of organization (one in a peer :::;roup, 

say, as well as one established ea:rlie:r in the family) and 

so be divided in themselves. 

Precisely because the family role is a cardinal role, 

the usherine:; of children throu;c.h adolescence into parenthood 

is difficult. They need to be led within their .families of 

ori cin to the point where they can commence to be independent 

husbands and wives, and subsequencly fathers and mothers, 

Even after that they need tO retain some footing in the 
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families from which they have sprung, as the daca on kinship 

relationships show. rhis means that their family roles muse 

constantly change by small incremenLs in the dir'ection of 

decreasine dependence and subordinat:l.on and :Increasing 

responsibiliby and author:l.ty, If an individual's card:l.nal 

role is to have continuity, and if it i.s to be undivided, 

what seems to be necessary is that it should be constantly 

modified until the individual is ready to slip from the 

bosom of one family into the t of another, and s'ci 11 retain 

some place in the first, I'he small amount of responsibility 

and almost negli[ible amount of authority given to adoles

cents in most of the families studied suggests that this 

condition is not being met in most of the cases, and not 

only in those wher·e the adolescents' family roles have become 

defini~ely unacceptable to them. But the discussion of this 

must be postponed. 

1f~ben I say that che family role was the cardinal role 

of nearly all individuals in the study, I do not mean at 

all to convey that all members of all families did in fact 

comprehend every activity without exception in their family 

role, for that is not implied, I am writinc; rather of the 

st ructura 1 possi bi lit y wit;hin the family role, which the 

comparison of a number of cases helps to make plain. Families 

varied ccreatl;y in the dep;~to which the ~ntirety of their_ 
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members 1 activities was stared into familv roles or eluded 
- s1 -----

lli_~_L.£.£r~ular1Jl.ation bv beinr a'!,tonomous; a!?£, indeed, thi§_ 

.!!.J2j2~red to £!L...the most s tri kin..:....§!..22l.£1oFi ca 1 difference 

1:22.l~en the!E:.:, That difference is the basis for the typolOfc~Y 

of famllies undertaken in the following chapter. I have 

already intimated chat this evasion of regulation occurred 

in family control und personal space, and the typolosy makces 

use of that fact. 

·J.'he obligatory character of ex_pec tatior1s su[;gests chaw 

it is not a matcer of indifference what subsidiary taslcs 

are attached to each cardinal role which the f"mily carries. 

One may be tempted to thinlc, particularly in view of the 

variadon between the role differentiation of similar groups, 

that djvision of functions is a matter of convention simply, 

and leave lt at that. 3ut it is not impertlnent to inquire 

why certain tasks are attached to the bearers of others~ I 

have said that the subjects of the research themselves 

believed in the appropriateness of some tasks, because they 

made use of p!'esumed bioloz).cal or psycholO<jlcal capacities 

of the indivlduals to whom they were glven. I;re any major 

principles discernible by an observer, bv whic11 tasks \Yitb " . . 
common elements have been clustered in the same cardina 1 

role? 
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lhe answer to such a question could be voluminous, 

but it; is only apo9ropriate to make a few points briefly. 

F'irst of all, ic was interestin~ to notice how uniform most 

families were in !;he main lines of demarcation of sex and 

age roles, and that differences were much less str1kinc than 

likeness. I'he differences noted were mainly of a kind in 

which cert;ain aotivicies, customarily undert;aken, were under

ta£en co a less or :::,rea tor degree than usua 1, Where there 

were more extreme divergences, as in the assertive relation

ships between husband and wife, !;he accompanyinc; dissatis

faction was partly expressed in the fact that; at least one 

partner felt that the "proper" arrantement was not beint 

observed, the conception of what was proper beinc, based on 

an idea of what was customary. 

This likeness is interesting because it exists in 

conjunction with differences, already dec1onstrated, in 

social class, responsibility attitudes, values, and outward 

or inward orientation, as well as differences even in which 

principle of family control was consciausly followed. J:hls 

suggests that there is something fairly standard about 

family roles for che society, which is independent of the 

influence of i;hose OGher matters in which families are 

permitted to vary, perhaps radically, from one another. If 

thac is so it may be because there is a value for adjustment 
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in conforminL to the conventional pattern, which families 

who believed themselves to be deviatinc; from type needed 

more than they knew. It mav also be because the roles have . -
cer t;ain .Principles of consistency w:-:li ch ma lm it econorni ca 1 

to adopT; t;hem in toto if one adopts them in pare, due to the 

presence of common elements in the different tssks. For 

instance, given the fact that the facher 1s ability to pursue 

constant work is greater than Lhe mother's, on account of 

the mother's handioa) in pregnHno;y Hnd lactaGion, the family 

will be disposed to de9end on him to earn the income. It 

has tended to add to this any tasks which depend on experience 

in associatinc more widely outside of the home, except those 

con':lected wiGh maintaini_ng the quality of' personal relat;ions, 

in which the mother is more adept. l'he mother, havine_: to 

bear Hnd care for i:n.fancs, and not goi out to work, vdll 

be assigned the tasks of continuing to care for the growint 

children, and supervise and train them, 'i'here has been a 

tendency to add to t;his all domestic tasks, except Ghe 

heavier ones demandhlt a man's muscular exertion; and to add, 

as well, tasks requirin,o an undersLandin;_; of personalities. 

One scarcely needs to inquire into the soientU'ic ~rui;h of 

the [rounds i'or role different;ia ;;ion which the subjects 

advHnce (althou;:;h those are complex matters which should be 

:i.nquired into) in order to discern a decree of :£.§_tion:::.a.::h:::.'.;;:.t._z 
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in Ghe .LJ'arencal roles, in the sense that casks requiring the 

same caj)acities, eXiJerience, mol::ili , lmowlede;e and skills 

are clustered in the same cardinal role. Gtven che human 

fact of the protracted dependence of children, and the modern 

fact of urban, industria 1 soc:i.ety in which ocoupa tions are 

hie:hly specialized and senerally carrJ.ed ouc away from che 

home, che arran~:ement; seems hichly adapt:;ive .. 

It :remai:1s to say a l!vo:rd about the wa~.T in vvhich family 

roles are :related to one another. One of (J t;hi s vlhich 

forces itself on an observer of families, is chat a fam.i.ly 

f&,ces a unique protlem because lt maintains e:,reaG intimacy 

in ~he presence of sreat differences - the difference of 

age between "che [:eneratic:ns and of sex betvr'een tl1e paren~s 

and siblin;:·.s, and all the differences of reaction, temperamen~, 

ex_~Jer:i. ence, ca -;~e0ori es of t houc,ht, b::now ledge and need wb.i ch 

those differences i:.1ply- If tbese d:ifferences are be> be 

respected and not sup1;ressed for~ sake of a spu:riou.£.._£.~ 

~)rovision s to be made to 

distance; since i c cannot be abolished, however much conver-

gence may be achieved in m.a Lters 1:1 wid ell :t t is possible for 

indivJ.duals of different sex or age to a2,ree, It; would seem 

from this st;ud~r thai~ self-assumed UuthoriGv is -- - the only n'1€£i::l.D 

b~~ which t;o reculate :relations betvyeen older, experienced an.d 
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responsibility and are yet un:.;ble to nppr·eciate tne need for 

it;. s ls nlways true, even thol...t;_h the need for tiUshority 

lessens w:i.th Ghe ma~ur'it·y of t,;he child~ I~ is sicn1ficant 

chi'ld:ren thut it was they .wl1o were in 

control, however c ni ona b le t: b. 0J rua :;, ve bee:~l in -:.;he 

ocesz; .::tnd ~hac :no.st of those \Vho graccised meChods of 

d.Jsci_)line which lacked the ele;-nent; of auGhoricy confessed 

ausl1orit~ is needed ~o bridLe the distance be~ween 

"--,. de1c,:~ation o:C' final atlthorit~' Co one parent ws.s found in 

a. number of families, nnd i::t all exce)t: che most unstL:\b 

fa lies Ghere was av leas.; ~1 dele tion of S)he:t.,es of 

au·:::;hori ty -co each j_:>Sr=enc.. l'hus we find ps 

are steeped in authori~y in the oup wl:ich is Ghe most; 

int:1.mace in hu.man experience, becnuse of unremovable distance. 

In v:le'liv of this fact; i G is 11nrCicularly iml;ortan·c t;ha C 

and realize t;ha;,; v;hen observe1•s di stinsuish, for exam9le, 

becween a~tocratic 

Lewin (19413, pp.CJ4 to 102) s done, democratic should no::; 

be construed as implyinb an nbsence of auGhoric~:·., IG refers 

rather to the fac0 of d'i.:'ferenoes and t:;he need for mee.sures 

~o see tha~ differences receive consideration, such as by 
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mu~ual consulba~ion. ~he present daba su st that authority 

itself arises out of the same nccessit:r, so thnt; a firm 

authority struebure ElaY i.tself be indispensable to a demo

crar;ic family" 



Chapter IX 

l1i1.MILY 'tYPES 

l. ·J:Ih:ree Types of ~i'ami 1 y 
-- - I 

In t;he previous chapter I sea ted blmc families differed 

from one anocher in ;:;he excenc to which che whole of !;heir 

members' activities was made relevant t;o the family by 

being written into their cardinal roles, or evaded regula-

tion by beinc; autonomous~ I also pain d out how actions 

conce:Pnod v;i th .family control and personal s1Jace varied in 

these ways. 'rhe behaviour of t;ho parents In these domains 

showed three typical developmen~s. 'l.'o ec1ch of these deve-

lo,;?men~s other factors 3J£.)ea:ced to be closely corLlected, so 

that three family mss ter-t;ypes could be idend::"ied, by 

uslnt; for an index che comb:i.nation of a certain type of 

control and a certain use of personal space. 'L1hese ty~f)es 

can be described as ideal models, to which, of course, any 

real family only ap,Jroximated. All families of ;:;he sample 

could be clnssified by the t;ype to which chey approximated 

most nearly, but any actual fami.ly mi t contain some factors 

whi.oh wer·e more ch<arac1:erisric of o~het~ types. rl'he boldness 

wich which ~he t;7pes can be drawn will be pt"rcly due to the 

fact chat they are fictionnl. But when factors are depicted 
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as hansint:; tot;ether it is only because they have been found 

to do so. Al:;pe:ndix D summarizes the simple types by which 

-che families have been classified so far.. Appendix E ves 

the classi~:"icacion of the families as master-cypes, and 

shows the clusterinG of factors on which the ideal models 

have been built. 

1'he indices of the family types will be civen first, 

in order that their lik:eness and difference may be sharply 

drawn,. After ~his a fuller, illuscracive account will be 

actempted, and in che course of 1 t; the factors which clust;er 

t;oe;ether to consr;it;ute each type will be i~emized.. Some of 

these factors are concerned with family roles or external 

relut-ions which have been discussed earlier. Some are 

concerned with the personal relations between -t~he farai ly 

members, discussion of' which is introdLiced :novv .for the fi:rst 

cime .. 

2he first; t;ype of family can be called the £_daj?ta~i£22 

cype, because in i;; the r·elationshi..? between husband and 

wife is charf-.:tC"Se:rized by a marked di.ff'erence in thE- satis-

factions vthich the:;r seek{, and by measures which t.he:r take 

to ada,)t; 'Jo one another in the fE<ce of the difference, which 

nci.h)ally, ~he difference is dealt; 

with by srantine; a certain charter of independence to each. 

~he parencs scarcel-"v t;;hink in. terms of ler.;itiJiate personal 
~---
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space at all, but claim inatead a large area of personal 

independence, for which they do noc vds!l co be iJar~Jcularly 

resi)onsi ble to Ghe family; and this is acquiesced to by one's 

part;ner on the more or less concraotual basis of :receivinG 

equal consider;:;tion. In chis situation, with the parencs 

separately turninc away from the family, principle in family 

control is neclect;ed. Com;rol activities shrink to expedient 

intervention for the sake of' kee_pinc, thincs in2-. It 

becomes a rna ·cter of indlfference which parGner exercises the 

control, and it is usually lefc to that one whose personal:i:;y 

makes hlm most; civen J.:;o ore:;anizins. As fami.ly control only 

affeccs accivicies which are precty well residual co t;he 

parents 1 more satisfyint; s.cciviGies outside, it is seldom 

frust;:raGin;~;, even thou 2::h it; mi.::..:ht be asser·cive due Go one 
1 

pnrt;ner 's feeling he ha§_ to do somethin£: in the absence of 

any settled arra.n;;emen·c. l.'hus inde"Jendence replaol.ng legi-

timat;e personal space, combined wi-ch con:;rol :i.n t;he form of 

expedient incervention (perhaps with an assertive character) 

provides a ready index for recogniz:lnt; the adapta ti:m typo 

of family. 

---y-- --------
Vihere I refer to e ., .. her one of the t;v10 ps.rtnel's of a 

marriaGe, che sex beins indifferent;, I will simply use t;he 
J.)ronoun "he" for the sake of avoidinL clumsiness, although 
it should be unders-cood t;hac "he (or she)" is the sense. 
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The second t;ype of family makes a polar opposit;e t;o 

chis. It can be called bhe idencificacion type, because 

in it husband and wife seek che same sai;isfactions and be

lieve that they will be realized throush the quality of 

the family 1.s life and not throu independent activity, so 

their separate interests are idem;ifi ed vri th the family. 

Both of them willingly accept the limi~s of sanctioned 

personal space, for all of which they acknowled::_e full res

ponsibilicy to the family, and in some cases all but the 

salfllles t amount of it is vo luntar:l.l;y surrendered. Parens s 

in this type of family are not wi~hout differences, but tl1ey 

are not differences in the satisfactions sousht, as is che 

case in the adaptat;ion t;:7pe. ·rhe~'r are irremovable differ

ences, such as those due to sex, experience, temperament, 

judgment and. knowledGe. 'fues e differences are ac !mowledt.;ed 

willingly, but they are deult with by a deler;ation of areas 

of authority and not by inde,Jendence from the family. Esc h 

partner is c-:tven the scope his indi viduulity demands b;y 

being placed in final charge cf an area of che family's life 

and noc ty beinc; inde.;Jendent of iG. l'his means thai; control 

is le timate and scront:ly merked by delet::ated authority. 

rhe index of the identification ty;.Je of fe.mily, then, is the 

comb1rJ..&. ti on ,Jf a sponT:uneous acce_ptance of' the limi t;s of 

legitimate personal space (which is, perhaps, even voluntarily 
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curtailed) a:1d lec;itimate control marked by deleca ted 

authority .. 

Intermedia ce be !;ween these two is a t hi.rd type which 

is probably best desi[naced f.§.lse identification because of 

t;he way in which any admission of dii'L~erence-s into the 
:;;:::; 

parencs 1 relationship is suJpressed for the sake of a spurious 

ease in regulatin;;; the family's corporate life. rhe partners 

cie thei.r personal interests to the family, but; either each 

one 1s interes·cs are confused and conflictin[ or each lacks 

c onf'idence t;ha t; the other partner is airnins· for the same 

kind of sa r;isfaction. ~he result; is a form of control which 

is supp:r:·essi ve, and, very .i,):robabl~_T, assertive. -.::his entails 

much personal frustration and the partners are deeply dis-

satisfied, because, havin5 tied their personal interests co 

family life, they sustain a high expectation of satisfacGion 

from ic, only to Le constantly disappoinJ;ed. In consequence, 

they bot;h experience a pressure Go move out of the famj __ ly 

circle and so press for the lesitim:tzabi-Jn of n c;reater 

amount of personal space. l'hey do noc ask for independence, 

as do the partners in the adaptation type, because of their 

deep sense of involvemenG in the famtly. At the same t;ime, 

in order to be sure that the family does not suffer through 

lack of support from the other partner, each keeps a jealous 

wa Gch t;o see tha-:~ the othe:r rs personal space is rest:ric Ged. 
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'l''he ups't1o·c is that the boundari·es of the partners t legitimate 

personal s.pace are perpetually in dispuc;e, 'l'he index of 

chis tJ'Pe of family is a combination of repressive concrol 

and constant pressure towards r.wre personal space. 

It will be seen ~chaD these Gy_f)es reduce basically t;o 

three wt:a:;:'s of dealing with difference between the partners .. 

. che ada pta cion type c:;ra nts an s rea of indeiJend.ence outside 

the fatr..ily, the iden~-ification t;ype t;rants an area of 

authority within the family so that exDernal independence 

ts unnecessa:.~~], and the L'H.lse 1dentifica~ion ·c:tpe attempts 

to prevent differences from a_)pearinc, und both indel)endence 

However, the na tu:re of 

the differences wh:lch -~he t·bree st;rai:;acems attempt; wo deal 

v;rich are not alcosether the SELLe. 'l1he dj_.fference which the 

ada_.?taCion. t~rpe tries to cope wit;h is a basic dlfference of 

a Ln. 

found where a basic communiCy of nim is presup~osed, and the 

d:i.fferences it a..,tempts to deal with are those lrremovable 

differences or sex, ex;>erience, temperament, taste, judc;ment, 

and so on. 2he false identJ.ficncioE type tends so find 

boLh irinds of diffe~ence ernbarrassin0 .snd t;a~{cs repressive 

measures asains·c both, without discrimina tin;--.. much between 

chem. 
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In assit~ning the faDd_lies of t;he sample to che type 

-vvh:ich ~hey a.~.)l;):roached most closel:y~ Lhe distribution of 

types was similar in the Gwo oecu!)a Gionnl L.roups. :.rable 

IXu t;ives the incidence of Lhe three types in the -cwo 
-- 1 
r;roups. 

----·,----~-..,.-.---·--·~--.,..-__.--:---:-c-

1 
Number of Number of Toba 1 

Type tradesmen's professionals' nunber of 

------- ·---+-.::f.::a~:P'::;-·J::;'-;;;;1.;:;i.;:e:.:S;:,.........f-f a mi 1 i e s t"' ami li e s 

Adaptation c;ype 2 2 4 

False Identifies on 
type 5 6 11 

Iden~ificabion type 11 12 23 

:rotal·number o.f families 18 I 20 38 

'-----------...!.-.-- __ L _____ _,___ 

Table IXa 

In the introduction (Chapter II, p, 41 ) I ssated 
thaC no distribution of fs.c-tors YlOuld be made t;he subject of 
anal~csis if there was ony reaso.~1 for SUi)f>OSi it:. Go be a 
function of i,:; sa:nplin~> '.lhere is some reason to su_p;;ose 
Ghat ·che dis:; bution of those types cou :reflect a dif
rerential degree of interest inn research projec~ on the 
family. k:ember-s o.f iden·cificat:ion t~ype families ViOuld, 
pe:cha.ps, be more interesGed in family research GLon those 
oi' ft~lse identification type, tUJ.d these in turn m.:tc·ht be 
more inGerest;ed than ::;hose of adapt,st on ~ype families. It 
is unlikely chat; Lhe discri.t:ution reflects Ghis differe:1t;ial 
int;erest simply, but; it has possibly been affected it 
in part~ For these rensons no use is made of sample 
:incidence o.f the cypes, I si c rc t;heir character .. 
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2 .. 

parencs 1 values were patently 

s, l;ut; L;he 

allocacion or their bime 

c Che n,_s ~he; va ed most 

led c 

or val~e, for ins~snce par sans 

~hese values are t;Lelr n.s Lure dtvisive u;:1les;:; chose 

ho are commi ~Let Go .f)rcci.sely- the same concre ce 

end. In these ..Earnilics memt,ershi_p was either not; valued 

at all, o:r only -weakly valued in competition wich o~her 

values, exce}t Ghat in one c~se it was iJursued :Ln a very 

ri dly restricted area ch wt1s exclus:lve o.f Che family 

iCself'~ 

In one of the four families approximating to this type 

the mother valued membership, but only expected to realize 

it in her own family of origin. Her life still :revolved 

around the home of her own parents, with whom she spen~ a 

great deal of time and to whom she gave a great deal of 

service, Her husband, on the other hand, minimized his 

concac t with these in-laws, and souc;ht his main sa ti sf action 

in egoistic leisure activities. He spent most of his non-

working time following sport, reading, drinking in various 

hotels, studying form guides and bacldng race-horses. This 
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man had mar•ried in his late thirties and had been unwilling 

to modify his former mar~'ler of life. He expec ced to continue 

uncha.nc;ed and permit ted his wife to do the same. In another 

of these families both parents were strongly committed to 

partisanship values: i;he father to the Lstbour l!lovement, the 

mother to feminism, coupled with a utopian interest in 

socialism. 'Ihe father's non-workintc time was engaged in 

activit;y in support of the Lslbour Movement, in reading poli

t;ical literature or in drinking in hotels. The mother 

enjoyed a similar reprieve from too great a family commiG

ment, and passed time in divert;ing part-time occupations, 

in women's movements, and in reading political and feminist 

books and fiction. In a third family the mother was occupied 

with activities for the Lslbour Movement, in the study of 

Fabian socialism, feminism, and political and economic 

problems, and in promoting educational movements. She was 

so steeped in one of these movements as to describe it as 

her "way of life". rhese acdvi ties took her away from 

home a great deal during the day and evening, and for a 

number of week-ends and longer periods throughout the year. 

Her husband was in possession of a comparable independence, 

spending his time in photographic and scientific societies, 

in cultivating an appreciation of music, in fishing and 

boai;-building. Finally, in the fourl;h family of this kind 
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the father's non-working time was intensively devot:;ed t;o 

classical studies in language and literature, and to music. 

l'hese st;udies were pursued wit;hi:J. the home ar:td sometimes 

withi:J. the circle of the assembled family, but the father 1s 

continual withdrawal to a world with which his wife and 

children were com}lletely out of contact meant that his 

independence was no less real than chat of Ghe other fathers 

mentioned above, Hi$ wife, similarly, enjoyed a certain 

independence, though perhaps less willingly than that of 

the other mothers mentioned here, as she was considerably 

more absorbed in her children. She strove for a cultural 

distinction of her own in reading modern literature, in a 

thea Gre movement and in giving support to the kindergarten 

movement. 

It will be evident that these families all belonged to 

the kind which has been described as positively out-going, 

f'or it was the attraction o'f the parents 1 external, inde

pendent a.;:tivities which weakened the importance of the 

family to them. In their external activities members of 

this type of f'amily tended to seek voluntary association 

rather than primary relations. As would be expected, whai; 

primary relationships were cultivated were cultivated apart 

from the family eire le. None of these families evinced good

neighbourly relations. l'here was a propensity for members 
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of this bype of family to adopt utopian or distrait res

ponsibilHy attitudes. 

rheir external activities were regarded by the actors 

themselves, as well as by other members of their families, 

in a way quite peculiar to this family t;ype. They were 

thought of as being independently one 1s own, an opportunity 

i;o slip out of the influence or supervision of the family 

and responsibility to it, and to act, to a large degree at 

least, without the knowledge or concern of the others. 

Becaus.e their expectation of satisfaction was mainly attached 

to independent activities such as i;hese, and because ample 

opportunity was allowed for them, the parents were generally 

reasonably we 11 contented with one another and the family. 

rhe satisfactions of children and home were regarded as 

more or less added satisfacl:;ions which strongly independent 

individuals, having other satisfacbions to draw upon, might 

contract together to supply, by contributing either an 

income or domestic service. 

These parents were all conscientious in discharging 

their part; of the contract, especially in those more public 

aspects which others would notice, and t;hey were even dis

posed to drawing their relatives 1 and friends 1 attention 

t;o r;he fact. Wives would point out, for instance, that; 

they always prepared the meals on time or that they had 
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done everything possible for the children's health and 

education, husbands that they had always brought in the 

money and that no member of the family had ever been in 

want or trouble, But the contract was fulfilled in the 

spirit of contract; family roles were clipped to a bare 

minimum, and there was no effort, such as was observed in 

some other families, to abound in service towards the other 

partner. Each was expected to do as much for himself as 

possible, If the contractual dependence was felo to be a 

tie, partners comforted themselves with the cold economic 

thought that they got something in return for what they gave. 

Of the functions that I have called fringe functions, these 

families freely surrendered recreation and religion (if 

they valued religion at; a 11) ·to the externa 1 society, not 

caring to make any provision for these things amongst them

selves. Family members rarely spent holidays together, for 

instance. As for production, the third fringe function, 

although there were only four cases within the sample of 

this type, a clear difference appeared between them in 

respect to it. In two of them productive activities were 

severely curtailed GO the barest minimum, neither parent 

having time to spare from external enga;:;ements "to do any

thing about the place" at all. In the remaining two, quite 

a large amount was done directly by both parents towards 
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maintaining the house and keepineo the family fed and clothed, 

as this material help for one another was understood to make 

a definite part of the contract. 

Under these contractual conditions, taking decisions 

for the whole family became an irksome responsibility. In 

the two tradesmen's families of this type control was "left; 

to chance", in the two professionals' families there was a 

faint -hear ted assent to the partnership principle. But what 

happened in fact in all four families was that management 

took shape more under the influence of personality factors 

chan under the influence of princi_ple. In the tradesmen's 

families assertive patriarchy and assertive matriarchy had 

developed, the father and mother in t;he respective cases 

being the less accommodating partners, and quicker to sum 

u_p a situation and express themselves about it. i'he partner

ships of the professionals' families were unstable. In one 

the mother was compulsively dominating and more or less 

took charge, 'i'he family tended to act on her directions where 

they seemed convenient organizing measures, but ignored 

them otherwise, In the other family the parents competed 

to see how much overall family responsibility could be 

foisted on the other one. 

Control measures were weak in the element of principle 

in the false identification type of family, just as in the 
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adaptation type, buc there was a difference. Unprincipled 

control in the ada pta ti on type of family did not entai 1 the 

personal frustration which it brought in it;s train in the 

other type, 1'his is because it was not suppressive, although 

arbitrary. For control measures were usually taken with 

regard to a tacit agreement on maximum independence for each 

partner, and they were impersonal, directed against the 

si"!;uation rather than the person, Thus, for example, an 

assertive mother in an adaptation type of family would decide 

that no breakfast would be served on Sundays - and everyone 

could adjust themselves to the fact as they chose. An 

assertive father would decide that the children might be 

excused from punishment, but the mother was free to deal 

with them as she saw fit. 

Relationships between parents and children in these 

families took on something of the same character of distant, 

calculating adaptation as obtained in the relationship 

between the parents. There was, for instance, a marked 

tendency towards segregation of the generations. The 

children and adolescents did not have a great deal 6f 

associal;ion with their parents, and the parents did not 

believe that the children should be allowed to make too 

great a claim upon them. The children spent much time in 

their own part of the house, perhaps having their meals 
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separately from the parents and perhaps having their own 

radio sets. They were encouraged to live a life of their 

own, and both parents and children in these families some

times confessed to beinr; unable to enter into the mind of 

the other r;eneration. It was in families of this type (as 

well as in some of the false identification type) that 

parents were prone to excuse themselves from shmving affec

tion towards their children, on the grounds that they were 

not emotional by nature. 

On the other hand, in spite of this ungenerous with

holding of attention or affection from the children, these 

parents were prone to claim affection from them and strove 

to outmanoeuvre one another to win it. This could take the 

form of concentrating indulgence on one child while neglec

ting another, indulgence not meanine; lavish affection, but 

excusing a child from punishment, being lax about correction 

or the insistence on standards which would be to the child's 

ultimate benefit, or favouring the child unduly with gifts 

and privileges, rhe consequence in the children's attitude 

to their parents was a shrewd watchfulness, as the;y waited 

to see which way the wind would blow; whether the parent's 

approach would be determined by affection-seeking or the 

avoidance of bother. 'rhey would respond with compliance 

or disobedience, according to which they thought would best 
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rurther their own interests and put the parent more in 

their power. The consequence in i;he children's relations 

to one another was jealousy, quarrelsomeness, lack or 

consideration and selfishness, and rivalry for achievement, 

approval and attent;ion. 

It was in these families, as well as in certain 

families of the false iden'Gification type, t;hat the parents 1 

methods of child-rearing were radically experiments. 1. In 

these families also, where there were adolescen~s, they 

were in revolt against their paren~s 1 values, specifically 

opposing some non-membership value of the parents by a 

membership value of their own, as was pointed out earlier 

(Chapter VI, p. 186). ·rhe adolescents of these families 

were also inclined to make their peer groups of greater 

importance to them than the family. 

3. ~ Identification rzve of ~~~ 

In this type of family the parents were unanimous in 

their values, seeking much the same satisractions from life, 

and expecting to find them very largely through the medium 

of the ramily itself. Membership values were highly prized 

in all of them; and all the families with pure membership 

value were or this type. £<'ace values, except in two of 

the less typical cases, were not only absent but st;rongly 

renounced. 
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'l'he parents had the feeling that their own interests 

could be so surrendered to the family that if the family 

itself flourished their own greatest good would be secured. 

r.he good life appeared to them to crystallize in family 

life, in the sense tha b all that was worth living for could 

be practised concretely there. .Chey regarded the responsi

bility of the parental roles as the indispensable require

ment for completinrs character and personality. Besides 

this, the constant companionship of one another and the 

children, the charm and grace of childhood and the awakening 

of adolescence were intrinsically satisfying. 'Ihese parencs 

lool{ed for a stable, orderly, sociable existence which 

their own industry and thrift would insure, with a gradually 

improving standard of living to be secured through the 

father's improvement in his trade or profession. Tney 

desired some leisure, to be spent mainly in moderat;e and 

simple pleasures which could be shared by the family, and 

this, perhaps, made it desirable to own a car, so that the 

family could move around as a unit; and they desired comfort 

and grace in the home. 

A premium was placed on certain personal qualities 

which were believed to be necessary for preserving this 

kind of family atmosphere. 11 Naturalness 11 was placed very 

high, and a 11 family members were expected to be unpre tenbious 
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and open. If anyone got nuppish" he was made a joke of 

till he desisted, and if it looked like developing into a 

habit he could be pilloried mercllessly. No one was 

allowed to think that pr:lvate endeavour and personal ach:leve

ment could take prior place to the quallty of personal re

latlons, and that was what anyone who took himself too 

seriously was believed to be in danger of doing. Members 

were made to see that they should be genuinely considerate 

and unselfish, which meant being able to drop one •s task at 

any c;ime to help another person in his. One had to learn 

to be fair, kindly, sympathetic, tactful, courteous and 

interested in everyone else. A number of the .:.oa:rents in 

families of this type had consciously formulated the principle 

that life was only satisfying if lived for someone else, 

and said that in the family one always had one's partner 

and children to Hve for. Most of the parents wer-e convinced 

that membership values such as these were only to be realized 

by struggling against egoistic alternatives, and they strongly 

disci.plined themselves and the children and challenged one 

another with that fact in mind, 

For the E_:rea ter number of families classified with this 

type, these personal qualitles were required not only for 

preserving a hi[h standard of family life but for facili

tatine; the :realization of membe:rshi.:.o in wider contexts still. 
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Thus, through the external activities of its members, the 

family could be included in something larger than itself, 

just as ices members were included in the family. Members 

of i;he most typical of these families exhibited a strong 

sense of public responsibility and decency, and a desire to 

do good to others where they could, Knowledge, culture and 

relie;ion were gravely respected, and usually cultivated. Of 

the twenty-three families a9proximatinc to this type the 

parents of one were opjJosed to relie:ion. 1'hose of fj_fteen 

were actively involved in church life, and the parents of 

che remaining seven appreciated the value of religion for 

personal and social life, and sent their children to church 

or Sunday school. Experiences of music, literature and 

drama, and a knowled;;e of science and current affairs were 

shared by the members of a considerable proportion of these 

families. Again, the membership value of these things was 

stressed, 'rhey were to be regarded as experiences which 

assisted to locate one reaUstically in the world, in history 

and in society. In the face of the thinfos they communicated 

one was expected to be humble and companionable, and not 

puffed up wHh the pride of havint; scored fine acquisi tiona. 

Parents were constantly trying to adjust their children's 

aGci tudes to these things, especially when sometimes their 

school experiences had caused them to value such bhings 
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egoistically. (Although, where this had occurred, the 

children and the schools were hardly alone to blame, for 

the pareni;s themselves had encourac;ed the children to regard 

their school activities from the aspect of success. By 

doing this while placinr; a membership value on the same 

things at; home, they were imposing ambivalent expectations 

on the children.) 

I hope it will begin to be apparent what I mean when 

I say that in this type of family the parents identified 

their personal interests with those of the family. It is 

no'c mystical, but means simply that the satisfactions they 

desired seemed to be largely derivable from the quality of 

family life itself, so that was a primary end to which they 

committed themselves; and any independently derivable satis

factions, such as those to be found in one 1s occupation or 

friendships, for example, were incidental to the family's 

welfare and had in some way to be made relevant to it. 

T'ni s should not be taken to mean, however, that the 

members of these families did not enjoy personal space. It 

does mean that whatever persona 1 space they did enjoy was 

entirely legitimate, having the sanction of the family 

behind it and the interest of the family in it. Some members 

of these f&milies enjoyed a large amount of personal space 

indeed, giving service, for example, in many voluntary 
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associations, and keeping up a number of friendships. On 

the other hand, the parents of some of the families had 

voluntarily surrendered practically all of their personal 

space GO "d.oin,;:; thin;;s for the farllily", and experienced 

no sense of consG.riction through having done so, I'hey 

would say, "Well, I don 1 t; suppose I do ever have a minute 

to myself, but I never notice it, I certainly don't mind, 

because I 1ve made the family my life. 11 This means that a 

family of' this type could show one of two quite dist;inct 

external orientations. It was either positively out-going 

under the cons training influence of external goals (as 

opposed to the negative out-going due to internal pressures, 

which was found in farllilies of the false identification type), 

or it was withdrawing, its members moving out of' the family 

very little. It was only in the identification type of 

family that; this wHhdrawal occurred. 

It will be remembered that it was d1fficult to find 

any factor in the families 1 external relations which appeared 

t;O have a constant connection with family withdrawal. 

(Chapter VIII, p. 242 ). I'he fact that it was only found 

in the identification type of family, where personal sa tis

faction with the family is high, suggests that it may have 

resulted from a readiness to relinquish external relations 

if they proved difficult for any reason at all, on account 
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of the certainty of finding satisfac don at home. ·rhere 

is some evidence that this had occurred, A mother of one 

of the families, for instance, staced thac; she had given 

up any active participation in the women's groups at the 

church, because there was always squabbling and competition 

for dominance within them. Fathers said that it had been 

difficult to "make headway" in lodges, occupat;ional associa

tions and parents 1 associations, so that; their membership 

in these thin;;s had become nominal. Others claimed that 

what you did for other people was too often not appreciated, 

much as you liked doing it for them. Some said that being 

involved in external activities had been too demanding on 

their time or too distracting to allow them to take the 

interest in ~heir families which they had wished, Others 

found their external activities becoming distasteful when 

they assumed a partisan character. For example, it was said, 

11 We don't mind going up to the church, but when they start 

saying t;hey 're better than the others, that 's the end of 

it all, as far as we're concerned." 'rhe intensified asso

ciation of family members with one another on account of 

their turning inwards to the family itself had produced an 

exceptionally close family atmosphere. Members were greatly 

interested in one another 1s personaHties and reactions, 

quickly noticed and commented on changes in anyone's outlook 
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or actitudes, and parents were highly occupied with the 

children's development. ·J'hey wer·e absorbed together in 

the building, decorating, :renovating or furnishing of the 

home, in fitting it up with appliances, in the garden or 

car, and seized every oppo:rtuni ty to take recreation together. 

One father's comment expounds this style of life tersely, 

although its momentary :ruefulness does not do justice to 

his more habitual complacency. 11 Some people would say we 

are too close. If one of us is miserable we are all mise

rable. ·No one can be happy about his own task for worrying 

about what the other one is doing." 

If the impression which I have gained of these families 

is correct, they ar,pear to be 11 withdrawing11 families in 

an almost exact sense of che word, in that they have drawn 

back from an outward orientation which they were once deve

loping; and their members could, perhaps, be described as 

.1?..£2 close. 'l'he sense of public responsibility, which I have 

said, was characteristic of the most typical families of 

this kind, was weakening in them, but that it had once 

been alive was evident in persisting sentiments and interests 

which were no longer matched in activities. rhus, for 

instance, it was in these families that the parents, while 

appreciating the value of religion, and sending the children 

to church or Sunday school, were not themselves church 
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attenders. Membership inclusion in the family being assured 

to them, and membership involvement outside of it being 

difficulc to realize, they were content to make the family 

itself all-sufficient. Wbil.e I have classed t;ogether under 

the identification type all families whose parents surren-

dered their personal interests to !;he family, r have not 

meant; to imply that in placint: the family before themselves 

they necessarily placed the family first of all. I<'or the 

type includes two major sub-t;ypes: those where the family 

was made self-sufficient, and those where an effort was made 

co include the family in 11.-ider frames of reference sli ll. 

'l'he membership valued by withdrawing families was in process 
1 

of' turning into partisanship in a manner analogous to the 

transformation by which the membership of' patriotism turns 

into the partisanship of jingoistic nat;ionalism, by neglecG-

ing wider obligations. Besides, in only one of the seven 

families of "this kind was there any effort "tO follow member-

ship values singly, In all but that one, membership was in 

competition with comfort and leisure and the accumulation 

of material securities. 'rhe gracious way of' life and irn-

proving standard of' living which were incidental to good 

--:r-------------------
fueir values were sti 11 patently enough membership, how

ever, to classify them as membership values in Chapter VI, 
for they lacked the oppositiona 1 sentiment that goes with 
partisanship. 
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personal relations in other families of the type, had become 

ends in themselves in these. The result was an extreme family 

self-absorption which resulted in a restricted, rather 

parochial outlook, of which family members were usually 

themselves aware, and sometimes a bit ashamed, Some said, 

11 1Ne only live for ourselves, really; I suppose some people 

would say we were selfish." Others said, 11 We get quite out; 

of touch with what's going on in the world in this house: 

but does it mai;ter when we knock so much fun out of life 

amongst ourselves? 11 ~Vhen I say it was perhaps brue that 

the members of these families were !££ close, I refer to 

their exaggerated preoccupation with one another rather than 

to any suppressive element in t;heir relationships, such as 

will shortly be described in the false-identification cype 

of family. 

The wit;hdrawing family represented the identificat;ion 

type of family matured, so to speak, to the point of over

ripeness; and by this stultification it lost some of the 

features which were distinctive of the identification type 

in its external relations. But it served to show that this 

type of family, in the course of its development, has to 

face a dilemma. Having placed the family before themselves, 

the parents have furcher to decide whether anything comes 

before the family, and whether it is in turn to be included 
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in something greater, or is to be sufficient in itself. 

'l'hose who chose the former alcernative, by being positively 

out; -going, included a 11 save one of those fami l1 es which 

followed pure membership values, as well as some others 

who valued membership highly, although in conjunction vii th 
1 

other values. 

In their external activities members of families o:r the 

idencifica tion t :,pe ent;aged in voluntary association and 

primary relacions v.dch about equal incidence. They cultivated 

their friendships within the family circle, seell:ing to make 

their friends "friends of che family". Only a sma 11 pro-

portion of these families evinced good neighbourly relat;ions, 

and in chis, considered as a group, they were scarcely 

dissimilar from the ocher types. Ouc-going families of this 

type were quite predominantly conservative or litera 1 in 

their responsibility attitudes, but three of the seven with-

drawing families were utopian or distrait. 

Romans ( 1951, pp,lOB and 109) cil;es from Chester Barnard, 
11 'i'he Functions of the Executive", Cambridge, Mass., Harvard 
University Press, 1938, p.40, to suggest that the internal 
system of a group may be elaborated in such a way as to 
jeopardize i;he efficiency of its external system in effecting 
a dynamic adaptation to ics environment. ·rhe withdrawing 
family may be ap>Jroaching such a condition. For inst;ance, 
Hs loss of touch with affairs impairs its ability to prepare 
its children to deal wieh them. 
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vvbether they had few or many externa 1 a cti viti es, 

members of t;hese families rebarded them very different; ly 

from the way members of the adaptation type regarded theirs. 

Instead of thinking of them as an opportunity for escape, 

t;hese people thought of external a cti vi ties as beint; arms 

of the family, something in which one represented the others, 

of which the others were well informed, and to which one 

knew they gave supporc. Chis applied to obligatory external 

activities undertaken as part of one's family role as well 

as co personal space, Parent;s of these families cook t:reat 

pride and interesc in the school life of their children, 

.for example, and the children, similarly, took pride in 

their father's occupation. In the same way, both parents 

and the children were informed and expansive about one an

ocher's friends and voluntary and sporting ac ti vi cies. In 

their separate roles they identified with one another 

vicariously. 

The reason for this atticude co external activities 

being found in this type of family but not in the others 

appears to have been threefold. It lay partly in the nature 

of the ends which were being pursued outside of the family, 

partly in the unanimity with which those ends were supported, 

and partly in the tacit understanding that no such activit;ies 

would be engaged in if they entailed any suggestion of 

neglect of the family's prior needs. 
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For che most par'G it was membership values which were 

being pursued oucside, family members aiming to sive service 

to the com;nunity by assuming public responsibility or 

furthering re li;_:ion or cu hure, or aiming t; o develop friend

ships, or throu:ch sociability, to secure the family's stand

ing in the communicy 1s good-will. Provided ::;hese activii;ies 

were not decrimental to che achievement of similar values in 

the closer domain of the home (where chari"c;y was emphatically 

believed co begin) family members felc i;hey could entirely 

support them, because they were cognate with the values they 

were accustomed to practising i:::t the family, and because 

through such activities on the part of any member ~he family's 

membership inclusion was extended beyond itself. 1"ne only 

important ends other than membership which were followed 

outside of the family by parents of families of t;his t;)'pe 

were certain partisanshi<J values of' poll tical or reli[ious 

denominaGional allegiance, in wbich the parents were in firm 

agreement, I have said (Chapter VIII, p. 280 ) ~hat in all 

those families where control by stable partnership was found 

there was precise agreement between the parents in their 

poli~ical and relic;ious beliefs, and a 11 familiss of' that 

group were included in this type. 

In a family of' the iden"Gification r;ype, if any member 1s 

outside acl;i vi ties, such as his sport or evenine class or 
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work or religion, were assuming an egoistic value, that 

member was charged with "makinc; too much" of the thing, and 

he would be challene;ed to remember wha I; it was for, and t:; o 

demonstrate the worth of it by some improved qualit;y in his 

family relationships. 

Parents of these families were well conterrced with one 

another and the family, but; for different reasons from those 

causing the parents of the adaptation type of family to be 

satisfied. 'l'heir ex_tJectat;ion of satisfaction from the 

family itself was high; and, indeed, as I have stressed, it 

was largely in the family that their hopes of satis.faction 

reposed. l'hey were satisfied because their expectations of 

the family were realized to a hi~h dee;ree. 

In these families roles were clearly demarcated and 

long established by habit;. !.!embers, and parents particularly, 

were not in doubt about che type of thing the family depended 

on each of them for, and most of them took pleasure in 

measuring up to the expectation and even, for a surprise 

at times, exceedins it. 'l'hus a mother would do some special 

cooking, a father go in the car to meet a child after an 

evening funcGion, or a child give some additiona 1 help in 

che house. 'l'his clear demarcation of areas of responsibility 

led to a scrong sense of organic dependence on one another. 

It was interesting that it was mainly in families of chis 
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t;ype that the father's role included more than token domestic 

help or more than the usual small amount of child direc cion. 

And H was only in families of this t;ype that elasticity 

of role adherence occurred, the parents beine; willine; to 

take over one another 1s tasks qui t;e without compunction if 

it seemed indicated. It was predominantly in these families 

that the fringe functions were maintained to any degree. 

Recreation was a thing che members reserved as much as they 

could for themselves, striving to be together, if at all 

possible, for outincs and holidays. Parents were enthusiastic 

over their productive acdvities, conl;inuously "making 

t;hinc;sn for the home and family. In a sma 11 number of 

cases domestic religious practices were observed. 

Family management was mainly a rna tter of gi v:i.ng each 

parent ua say", and avoiding undue intrusion on che area of 

authority which belon;sed to one 1s partner. All except one 

of the twenty-three .families which ap,n·oximated to chis type 

were controlled by legit;imate patriarchy or stable partner

ship, and I have already pointed out (Chapter VIli, p. 280 

that in both of these forms of control clearly marked areas 

of authority were delegated to the mocher and father, each 

being given the prero,,ative not only t;o act separately but 

to take final decisions in a certain field. A marked feature 

of the relationship between these parents, and it contrasted 
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with what existed in the false idendfication type of 

family, v;as that the parents were not over-dependent on 

reaching detailed agreements, nor were they over-concerned 

aboui:; doing so. rhere was a certain robustness in the 

relationship which seemed to take it for granted that precise 

agreement in details could rarely be expected between persons 

of different sex and experience, and that, for a considerable 

pari:; of life, it; v;as not supremely important. Presumably 

because of their fundamental and very pervasive agreement 

in values, aims and interescs of a distinctly family kind, 

they felt free to admit differences on other levels. It was 

the function of the delegation of authority to regulate 

interac Gion in the presence of these differences by allowing 

each partner to submit t;o the judgment; of the other in turn. 

At the same time, delegated authority afforded a stable 

structure within which to achieve convergence or agreement 

by consultation, wherever it was felt to be possible and 

important. Bu 1:; in many rna tters it; was thoughc sufficient 

to make a divergence plain rather than persist in flogging 

out acreement, Once it was public knowledGe how everyone 

concerned felt about a matter, all were confident that the 

person with whom the decision rested would not; act without 

showing some consideration to their wishes, along with whut-

ever consideration was due to other factors. For example, 
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in one family the elcies t son had appealed t;o his father 

to buy him a car; i;he mocher at:;reed to him having it, but 

the father opposed it, ·rhe:re was no expectation that agree

ment would be reached by prolongine:; discussion of the matter, 

but mother and son wex•e satisfied that their J?Oint; of view, 

having been made known, would not be ignored in the father's 

weit:::.hing of the matter. We would gain a wrons impression 

if we thout;hc that consultation necessarily meant decision 

by ae;:reement which was alternative to the exercise of 

authority. Just as often it was employed to make aut;hority 

benevolent in matters where no one expecced that agreemeni; 

would be :reached, and which it was choue;ht wiser not to 

worry with protracted discussion tha c mitsht only serve co 

widen the breach. 

Relationships between parents and children in this type 

of family were mart-ced by sympathy and understanding, loyalty, 

affection, interest and mutual respect, which contrasted 

with t;he distant relationship in families of the adaptation 

type. l'he parents' approach was marked by a principled 

sense of responsi bi li ty to the child, 'rhey :rebarded the 

child with an objective distance, which was a different 

thing from the careless distance shown by ·the parents of 

the adap ta ti on type of family. At t;he same time the warmth 

of their affection was a different thing from the suffocating 
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closeness which parents of the adaptation type of family 

were prone to culGivate for their own t;rat;ification. As 

the children's affections were not; being exploited for the 

parents 1 own ;;_;ratification, ~;he children were rarely indulged, 

favoured or rejected, fheir parents conscientiously strove 

to be fair and impartial, and watched themselves if they 

fel'G any greater attraction to one child because of his 

likeableness or because of temperamental affinity with him. 

~hey were not inhibited, through fear of losine; favour with 

the child, from consistently appl;yint; in an impersonal way 

the standards of behaviour which they believed were needed 

for the chi.ld 1s own good. On the ocher hand they did not 

coercively constrain compliance, except with very young 

children, l'hey hoped to see the child develop his own 

conscience and judgmenc, and they save opportunity for this 

by allowine the children's inclinations to diverge from 

their own in the same manaer as their own frequently diverged 

from one another's. ·rhus they strove to respect their 

children's moral autonomy, A fact which may be connected 

with this is that in nearly all the professionals 1 families 

approximatinc3 t;o this type (alchough it was not so in the 

tradesmen's) l:;he parencs had no aspirat;ion to project cheir 

children to a higher social rank, 
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These children's attitude to their parents was one of 

pride and confidence in them, respect, affection and loyalty 

towards them, and a fair amount of consideration for their 

wishes and compliance with their directions. 'The relation

ship between siblin:;s was friendly, generous, co-operative 

and considers. t;e. ·rhere were, of course, departures from the 

pattern in the way of quarrelling and selfishness, but 

these thim;;s had not the habitual hold they had over children 

in the adaptation type of family. 

Only in four of the twem;y-chree families approxima cing 

to this type were definitely experimental met;hods of child

i;:raining adopted. Only in two of the twem;y-one in which 

there were adolescents was there revolt a,;ainsc the parents 1 

values. It took che form, in both cases, of adolescent 

sons reacting to their parents 1 hard-headed business interests 

by a genuine membership engrossment in literature. In most 

of the twenty-one cases adolesceni;s ret;arded their peer 

t,roups as being of about equal importance v;ii:;h their families, 

and in five they were re,;,arded as of less importance, 

4. The False Idend.ficatio.E! ...... 1lJ2.e of Famil;z 

It is difficult to delineate this third type in a way 

which sets it apart from the other two, because it has 

certain elements in common with each of them, and yet it 

is distinct. Perhaps its position in relation to the other 
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t;ypes is best depicted as a state of indecision between 

them. Having both adaptation or identification as possible 

development;s, it is arrested from developing into either, 

It cannot; develop into the identifi cation type because 

either one or both partners cannot decide what place the 

family, and perhaps membership values ,,;enerally, are to 

take in relation to their other interests. fhey are thus 

unable to wholly idenGify !;heir personal satisfaction with 

the family 1s welfare, although they do maintain a hi;"h 

expeci;ation of some kind of satisfaction from family life. 

On the ocher hand, it canaot develop into t;he adaptation 

type because the partners will not allow the intrusion into 

their reladonship of the critical differences of interest 

which would, very prot,ably, manifest themselves, if they 

were faithful to their deeper promptinL,s. I'hese are 

su,-pressed because it is realized that if they are admitced 

che expectation of satisfaction from family life itself 

would have to ·oe forfeiced. l'his is a crude way of puc;i;ing 

the matcer and, because it is sl;ated in hypo'chetical terms 

of vthat mie;ht be, it is not very sensible; but it helps to 

show chat the false ident;ifica t;ion type of family is essen

tially one which is impaled on a dilemma. ];,or this reason, 

personal dissatisfaction, and personal or inter-personal 

coXJ.:f'lic'c and tension abound in it, and are amon2sc its 

dis t;inEuishintc: characteristics. 
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'rhe conflicc of aims in these families need not be 

focussed as a conflict ~~~ the partners. ·rhe same state 

of affairs can even'vuabe if there is a conflict within one 

or both partners, and the partners may possibly share the 

same confl:i.Gt, i'l•E.:re was even a suggestion in some cases 

that it was on the basis of their ~ed conf'li£t that the 

partners felt affinity and had been attracted to one another. 

In comparison with the more ordinary, pedestrian people 

with whom they saw themselves surrounded, t;hey felt them

selves to be two of a type who could take a broader view of 

I;hings and manage to esc chelr ca:re and have it. Ehey also 

found in one anol;her the special sympathy v1hich they felt 

in need of to keep their· conflict sheHered from being 

challensed, as would. have occurred had they associated coo 

freely with people otherwise minded, One of these couples, 

for instance, strongly adhered to membership values in reli

gious and church activity and were also strone;ly attached 

to egoistic values in the accumulation of property and in 

sport, and the;r had desired as well, as if it were something 

written into the inevitable course of events for GWO people 

so like-minded in all ma·cters, to marry and acquire a farnily. 

Another couple followed membership values in re1ision and 

'che church but exploited a strongly esoisGic value in their 

religious acLivides as well, and found in marrying one 
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anoi;her a welcome refuc;e from being severely misunderstood. 

A third couple desired to pass an aesthetic style of existence, 

living rather lawlessly but sraciously, enjoying literature, 

drama and photocraphy, bein~c: sentimentally humanitarian and 

politically radical, and piccured a home as the decoracive 

setting for their diversions. A fourth couple desi~ed 

weaL;h, success and much stimulatin,:.; sociatility, sna a 

fsmily ;:;o ::c,ive c;lJem standing. In all tbese and similar 

cases family life was only faintl;r, and always ambiguously, 

invested wHh membership value, and i cs real import;ance in 

relat;ion to other interests was ~st del~~l:r left 

unclarified. Because the .family vras instrumen:Osl to other 

saGisfacdons a certain quality wss expected from it, But 

whether it was instrument a 1 to tc;is end or tha c had never 

been allowed to become clear. 

So far as one was able co reconstruct the development 

of the relaGionship between some of the partners in this 

cype of family, Ghe conf'lic t originally shared by them was 

becomint; i;he conf'licL ber:;ween chem, due to the fact chac 

each was partially resolving the conflict by civing greater 

w·ei;:..ht to one alterna.t;i"ve, while it was t;he op,Posite alter-

native t;ha~ was beinb set;·cled on by the partner. ·J:his, of 

course, is a particularly easy development between c;wo 

people in close association, because the first person can 
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project onto che second the hostility which is due to 

himself for being in a sta ~e of ooncra<iiocion, if he fixes 

on Che parcner Ghe al i:;erna cive >.:7r:ich i1.e finds [!lOS~ di~~ culG 

Go jusGif;y i:Q bimsel.t"' •. ~1 he second ,LJs:··son, si::lil:;;,rly, Vielcomes 

che cpporvuni;:;:r co have someone ocher Gha.1 bir:1self to b1nme, 

even shough, o:ri~.-irJ.all~T' iS mn:,· hav·o teen forced UiJOU him 

by l1is partner, and not J&rGicularly preferred a~ all* 

Thus :tn the third example above che confusion of aims 

resol'..!ed itself in the following was. 

husbf.Anci ts complete sur~;rise, for :;he sake of havin1-s some 

simplified identit;r, reverGed to BH earlier religious 

position Vlhich sl.1e ha(l helU befor-e marriage, alchoue;h ic 

vvas now much moUeraceU and diU no-c include church ai'filiat5.on, 

se_leotiing for expression in this vn1:y- he:c humani·carianisrn. 

and desire l'or e:;racious living. i 1he desire t·or t::racious 

living ent;ailed social ambi'cion t;o improve t;he family's 

class sta·r.:..Js.. ·J:£.le fat;her, on tl1e other hand, eleccecl ·co 

concenG;ral;e on policical radicalism, this entailed atheism 

and opposition to social ambition, both of which caused acute 

disagreefuent wi~h his wife. Tnese ma·t;ter·s became the subject 

of many heated, obsessionsl Uebates, but; -these were only 

epi1)henomenal co the real conflict, w·ntch was the question 

of into which of chese <iirections t;he corporate life of' the 
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identification of this family, and of all families of its 

type, that; the real conflic: was never reco&nised as suol,, 

however. It was only alluded t; o under the guise of the 

much less r;hrea tenint:;, abst;:ract topics, argument about which 

it;as b:ravely declared to be somethin~; of a game, and even 

an cv:i.dence of int;ellectual tolerance .. 

l'-lot slws.ys in the false ir2entificution type of fam1ly 

had tbe internal conflict become transformed into a fixed 

external one, however.. 3ut where 'ch:i.s had not occurred, 

euch partner wauld, on occasions, p:ro~oct one pare of .s 

confJ5ct on the other partner and a tt;act-;:: --che partner .for it; 

and perhaps they would chanf:.e sides at; dif rent times. And 

Ghere were other reasons w'ey the relations between the 

partners involved con.f'licts. ;., person v1ho v~'ns himself in 

conflict; vacillated, a:1d the v.;.;cit;udes he vtould strike could 

not be predic~ed. ~hus in ~he secona of the above fa~jlies 

sure v1hen the oth€r would re~ ard 

re li on from its ~nembeP 

led to surrender personal claims in it;s name, or v1hon he 

would re(:'a:r:U it et;·oisticall:;r nnd make claims upon the ,famil:;;.r 

beca0.se o:f iS. Internal conflict also could lead to a 

person imposin~ conflictir:t.::, expecta 'cions on D. partner .. 

a 1!Vife v;ho ho.d stronc; aspirations for soci£tl improvement; 
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would reproach her husb"nd, on the one hand, for not earning 

enough money; nn<l on the other haru.l, because her concern 

for the state of the family caused her to feel c;hat he did 

noc svenu enouGh ·cime ac home, she reproached l1h1 i'or not 

doint;; anyching wich i1is life excepc work. 

lc will begin co appear l::hac in chis type of family tl1e 

evalua don given co che family itself is <i.istinctly difl'erem 

from that given ;:;o it in either of ;:;he other types. While 

in the adaptation type ic is something ~9:,, to enjoy which 

two partners ful.fi 1 a contract, an<l in the icteacification 

t;,,pe it; is somethins cotn,12~llinil co which two partners sur-

render all personal claims, in the false iuencificacion 'cype 

it is something instrumental, which is believed co be ent;irely --- -
necessary for the fullest; realizal;ion of other personal 

sat;isfactions. However, ics instrumental status is equivocal, 

because there is no single end decided on by both pal"ents, 

which the family is co serve. Besiues being instrumental, 

then, it; is also somethinc; to be_'!_!:!£..~~ .... anu each parem; 

wants to have ;;he £'ami ly ~19.;£.· Noc sure of' himself' or 

noc; sure of' his ,;>arcner, because of che conf'usion of' aims, 

each feels that the im,;>erative ching is to have tbe family 

entirely one 1s own way. Bu'o there were more ways of doing 

this than by simple, overt dominance. 
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This point leads directl:v to the rna t~er of factilv 
" " 

control. I have said that an open acknowledgement of 

differences was not allowed to intrude into the family's 

life, I should say rat;her that every des;:Jerat;e effort was 

made t;o hold it back, for it was usually impossible to 

keep it ou·c completely. These efforts took an infinite 

number of forms, from unconscious intonations of che voice 

imlJlyin&:. that only ac;reement wi;:;h an expressed opinion 

would be accepcable, to compromisi situa~ions, faits 

accompli, threats and insulc,s and shaminr;; and ;;he whole 

of a family's life could be saturated wit;h these strata;::;ems. 

rhus it; came s.bout that :i.n these far::Llies where the paren-ts 1 

fundamencal aims were divided t:.\nd corlfused t;here was a 

premium on detailed at,reemencs, an urr::en·c am::iecy to force 

likeness, or a feelinG of betrayal if one's partner diverg:ed, 

which contrasted with the lacitude parencs permitted one 

anocher in the identification cype, where there was a broad 

community of aim centred in the family itself. 3ut, althou,,;h 

these strata::,ems were everywhel'e, it was in the mechanisms 

of control that they were most concencra ted and visible. 

Of the eleven families approximatint; to this t;fpe seven 

were found to have what I have described as assertive forms 

of control, involving interference by one partner in ma ·cters 

which i;he other believed were not properly h1s, or evasion 
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of' matters which were believed to be his by righ~. 1he 

remaining four exhibited what I nave descl:'i bed as unstable 

forms of partnership, marked by compulsive quarrelsomeness, 

competitiveness, withdrawal or dominance, But patriarchy 

or partnership counted almost nothing, for, whatever the 

principle assented to, allegiance became nominal. In all 

these families the method of familv control was the same • • 

The common feature of them all was the suppression of dif-

ferences of a~titude, opinion, or any difference in plans, 

fol:' the sake of achieving a spurious ease of operation in 

the corporate life of a group whose two most influentia 1 

members diverge.d or were confused about their fundamental 

aims. It was control which would commonly be called sup-

pressive, coercive or autocratic -provided we do not take 

that to mean something which is necessarily overt, or 

necessal:'ily all one-sided. 

A way of uncovering the common element in these power 

stratagems is to notice the nature of the co~Tiunication 

between the partnel:'s. 'rhese partners were singularly in

accessible to modification by one another - and yet at the 

same time they felt a greater compulsion to persuade their 

partners of the exact rightness of their point of view than 

partners in either of the other types of family. ~~enever 

comrnunication was opened, it was instantly assumed that 

one's position bad to be def'ended and one's opponent repulsed, 
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There was no real expeci;ation that mutual persuasion could 

affect a convereence o.f views, and coercion became the 

object o.f communication. In those .families which had come 

under assertive control it was customary :for the same 

par~ner to resolve the deadlock by fiat. Some of those 

families which assented to a principle of partnership were 

less one-sided, buc they were not less coercive. For 

instance, consultation and discussion occurred frequently, 

but they could be quite exacerbatinl' experiences. They 

merely served to convince both partners o.f the inevitability 

of someone 1s acting coercively (and, llerhaps, o.f someone 's 

If put tine; up with it") if they were 11 to get anywhere". 

It should be realized that the coercive suppression 

which was practised in families of this type did not only 

take ohe form o.f one partner suppressing some inclination 

in the other, Just as frequently, and perhaps at the same 

time, one would repress some inclination of his own which 

would appear to be on the way to becoming too difficult 

to deal with if it were admi;:;ted. Also there was a practice 

of mutual consentin;; to repression, which carried something 

of the sanction of taboo, There were parents wbo were most 

emphatically agreed about what emocionally disturbing dis

agreements would not be traversed. By silence, perhaps, 

one parcner would give the other to understand that, so far 
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as he or she was concerned, a certain problem or practice 

had no existence and would never be alluded to, or, if un

guardedly raised, only its most superficial aspects would 

be oorn;nented on, uncil it could be gently dropped • .Phus, 

for example, in one family, if eit;her partner was so un

fortunate as to mention the bad school behaviour of one of 

the children, which appeared co have resulted from lack of 

unanimity in the child-t;rainint; practices of the parents, 

and which in turn resulted from disa2reement over whether 

the family should serve the end of better socia 1 standing 

or the educational cultivation of' its members, some well

considered remarks would be made about the relative merits 

of' the different schools from which the child had successively 

been expelled, until both part;ners could mai{e their escape 

wi ·:;h dir,:ni ty. 

Rarely did communication by these parents invite a 

free reaction from the person addressed, Communication 

carried with it a presup"Josi tion of agreement, and there 

was a tendency for this to be e:eneralized in t;hese parents 1 

communications with their children and even, it appeared, 

with outsiders. Phis w3s, perhaps, the most economical and 

surreptitious of all their means of coercion, Remarks were 

seldom of the kind which conveyed the fact that what was 

said was the opinion of the speaker, who would be interested 
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to compare the other person 1s reaction. Instead they were 

of the kind which ir:1plied that the other person must surely 

see thine:;s the same way - if, at all, he be a person with 

taste, judgment, maturity, humanity or kindness, or some such 

meri·t. By emphasis, inflection or ot;her sulJtlety the person 

indicated the presupposition which set limits to the sort 

of response that would be acceptable to him, and thus de

prived his partner of his freedom of response. ·rhe crudest 

examples of such presuppositional co=unication are questions 

of the kind, "Have you stopped beating your wife yet?" An 

actual example was a remark, charmingly delivered, "Mother's 

coming for din."ler on ~£_1lday, John", the stress on ·rhursday 

beinc:, all that was needed to imply that the only possible 

doubt which John might legitimately entertain about mot;her 's 

coming (or even about mother herself) was on what day she 

would come. Similar co~~unications about mother, habitually 

repea ced, gave John to understand that there was only one 

possible attitude or view about his mother-in-law which 

would be acceptable - that of his wife. 

·rhese are cold-war tactics and are doubly wounding, 

because they leave the person who has suffered violence 

without excuse for recalia~ion, there being no declared state 

of war. He is not only deprived of freedom but of redress 

also, 'J:o take action is to a.CJpear 'co be an unprovoked 
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aggressor and most people 1s self-respecting sentiments 

inhibited them from being so unflatteringly compromised. 

Sometimes, however, the tensi.on became intolerable, and 

they behaved in ways wrlich they were ashamed of. Much 

a 1Jparently uncaused irricabili ty and spi cefulness in this 

type of family arose from tensions such as these. It only 

worsened the vicious circle that they were indignantly 

condemned as reprehensible by that partner who, on the 

most searching exposure of the facts, could be shoym to 

have given cause for them. And life could be made well 

nigh insufferable for a victim if the partner's friends 

and relatives joined the attack, on the basis of !;heir 

superficial, outside assessment of the situation. ·J:here 

was one husband, whose wife was given to this presuppositional 

kind of communication, who took great pleasure in subduing 

her spiric by derating her domestic achievements. He ~;ave 

her to understand that no job of dusting or polishing or 

cleaning was up to standard, although, in fact, it was 

perfectly satisfactory, It was, of course, displaced 

a~;gression on his part, for the particular matter on which 

he vented it was not directly connected with the matter in 

which he himself suffered restriction. That matter was the 

question of class aspiration, he being given by his wife 

to understand that, although it .would never be discussed, 
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no attitude to the question of social advancement would be 

acceptable in him, except the ambitious attitude of his 

wife. Her re la ti ves despised him for his treatment of so 

capable a wife. 

'Ehe tensions generated in all these ways, through 

a ttemptinc: to control the family by suppressin,; differences, 

sought their outlet; in restless efforts to extenCJ. the 

boundaries of personal space. 'I'hese parents were obsessed 

with a need to "c'et out" 11 cret away", and "have a complete 
c ' ~ 

plainly from boch the relnxed exercise of independence seen 

in parents of the adaptation type of family, and the un-

thinking acceptance of restriction seen in the parents of 

the identification type. But this need for more personal 

space was viciously aggravated, due to the fact that each 

partner kept a close watch on che other to see that he did 

not; neglect the family for the sake of personal satisfaction. 

Phus the boundaries of the members 1 legitimate personal 
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space were perpetually in dispute, a thing which only 
1 

occurred in f'amil:les of this type. 

A common pattern was for che father to escape into 

his work, usin6 over-busyness as an excuse for bein:::; away 

from the home; while the mother escaped into some sport, 

perhaps f:;Olf, and might enga2e in this as often as three 

days a week. Fathers also might spend time in sport or in 

hotels, or wiGhdraw into their workshops. Some mothers 

were prone to a compulsion to go to town and "buy something 

new", irrespective of whether or not it was needed, just 

for the sheer 11 let down" of it. 'I'hey would let anything 

go in 'the home and chane:e their routine for a chance to 

(';et out; to a tea-parGy or a charity function. Some confessed 

The isolation of these family types lends support to 
Lewin's hypothesis that "an insufficient space of free 
movement leads to tension" ( 1948, p.93), and at the same ti:ue 
helps to set limits to it. In the adaptation and identifica
tion types of family respectively the parents find their 
space of free movement in excernal activi~ies and their 
domains of authority within the family, and tension is low, 
while in the false-identification type opportunity for free 
movement in both these ways is deficient, and tension is 
his,h. 3ut it is also possible to think of the matter other
wise, noticin(:; how the need for space of free movement varies. 
£he need is hi['her in the false-identification type of family, 
where tension exists due to the attempt to pursue conflict
ing values in a state of assodation, and it is lower in 
the identification type of family (some parents for2;oinr; 
it almost entirely in any form save ~heir authority rights, 
without aDy sense of cons:;riccion), where like values are 
being pursued. 
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themselves completely unable to screw themselves down to 

a systematic prop:•amrne of housework any lancer. One mother 

developed a habi s of elusiveness, goin;:: away from home 

for short strolls with the children or into neir;hbours' 

houses, without informin;~: her hus')and of her movemen;~s. 

Pa:rent.s of both sexes in some of the families, and even 

some of the adolescenGSy felt a need co Sl)enci hours n ,iust 

si ttingn in the home and doin1~; no thin~~~ For t;akinp. any of 

these libercies one had co puc up with a certain amouns of 

reviltng, and one usually felt ~-uilt;y about; it an:TvlaJ-, but 

felt helplessly driven. 

While some of chese parents went out of the family for 

other reasons, under che positive attraction of external 

loyalties, the phenomenon I have just been describing is 

what I referred to earlier (Chapter VIII, p. 241) as 

ne[;ative out-goine;, In all families of this type this 

pressure to move ou~ in order to seek relief from intolerable 

family tensions wv.s present, whe-~her iG was additional So 

more positive external activic:t.es or existeu a~:>art from 

c:.1em. And it; was only in families of this type that any 

mu:t::ked necative ouG-soing was found. In these external 

activities fa:r:i members misht seek ei~her voluntary asso-

ciE1tions or primary relations; and, as mieht be expected_, 

any friendsDips made v:ere c ul tl va ted quite apart from the 
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family cirele. 'rhe parencs of a few of the families evinced 

good-neighbourly relations, having been driven to seek from 

their neit:;hbours Ghe satisfactions den1ed. t;hern in che home. 

kaon 0 st professionals 1 families of t;his group social res

.PonsibiJJ-cy a·ctitudes v.rere mainly conservative or li1;era1, 

vthi le the:re was a tendency to ut opian:i. sm a~nonf,St the trades-

men's fan:ilies,. 

As the parents in these fand lies conbinued to exJ,Ject 

satisfaction from famil:y· in sp:ttc: of the deterioracj_on 

ln the:Ir rela cions they were lic:ble to be profoundly dis

content;cd. '£heir discontent; v1i tC. one unother exp:r'essed 

it;self most commonly as rejection.. One blum.ed the o-cher 

for t{J.e unsatisfactory state of affairs a:'ld for havin; 

.frus-crat;ed his eX.;_)eC:tEd:;ions, and consequently refused to 

suiJ;Jort che ,;;artner 1s endeavours or v e emotional sa tis-

faction. AG Ghe same ~ime, since i-c wns impossible to evade 

associa cion witb the partner, che partner VlGS used j_nst:ru-

mentally for one 1s own ends, One husband, for instar.ce, 

conscar.t;ly cried to coerce his wifo t;o give assistar:ce in 

his business, wrcich was attached to che home. One of che 

commonest thinc;s which these parents alluded to in confiding 

thGi:r disa.):"'ointment vras t;heir sense of' loneliness in their 

own homes. Presumably this bad somethint; t;o do with 

their persistent hankering for detailed a;:creemencs and t;heir 
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persistent failure to reach them. L'hey did not have the 

trick for keepin~, companionable in the face of differences, 

whict parencs of i<lentification-type families employed, 

of c;enuinel;r submi G'cinc and be:'.nc ::q;:reeable, though not 

a[~reeing. l'o do that was somethint vthich they felt involved 

too great a sacrifice of integrity. 

In these families roles were not clearl:y demarcated, 

so that interference and evasion were common, It was not 

a;;,reed what taslfs belonged to who;n, or one felt that he 

could not trust the other to do a psudcular thin(:; and 

took a hand himself, or it was felc that one needed the 

assurance of the partner's support and so had co compel 

him to come into everything, or it was felt that a;;reement 

never would be reached so that for the sall:e of "geccing on 

w:tth it 11 it was better for one of the two ,to withdraw. For 

these and similar reasons che msmbers of these families failed 

to develop the sense of or·ganic deiJendence on one another 

whi cb bad grown up in the idencifi cation t ~"pe. rhe fringe 

functions were t.enerally relinquished, alGhOU(;;h a few 

families retained some religious activities. It is already 

plain that very lictl€ recrea'cion was tal,en together, and 

holidays t ether were either positively avoided or anti

cipated without relish. In a larce proportion of t;bese 

families productive activities tended to a minimum. It was 
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one way some of the parents had of expressine; bheir dis

apiJointment in the family to punish it by not "doing any

thing" for the home or members. 

Relationships between parent; s and children showed 

similar characteristics to t;hose described for the adapGG.-

tion type of' family. But the competition between parents 

was more for the children 1s loyalty than for the persona 1 

gratification of having their affection; it was a power 

over their wills which the parents souF:ht. Bot;h wanted the 

children on side for the salce of running the family the 

preferred way. '.~o do this they used mainly the presuppos:i.

tional type of communication I have described, exploiting 

to the full the sut:gestibility of children. Even into 

their sons' and daughters 1 adolescence parencs ruled over 

them by the :i.nnuendo that there was no alternative in the 

world co attitudes and beliefs which they themselves held, 

and which every good child would adofJG, By this practice 

they stifled the children 1s moral auGonomy. As both parents 

vied in this sort; of behaviour, tbe children of any f'andly 

might be divided amongst themselves, due to the fact that 

one pro up of them had coalesced with one parent and one 

r::roup with the o the:r.. l\·1ore commonly, the dominating parent 

succeeded in capturing t;he loyalty of all the children, and 

the children then took over that parent 1s attitude to the 
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other one. 'l'his could mean that the children rejected one 

parent th:rou; h clinging to the ocher. In the particular 

case where a child re,jected a parent of the same sex throur:;h 

clinginr; to a parent of opposite sex it was noticed that 

the child inclined to feeling that there was something re-

pugnant about the roles or symbolic characteristics of 
1 

its own sex. Any rejected parenc might reciprocate by 

rejectins a child, but might, on the other hand, redouble 

his efforts to win the child 1s affection, Possibly connected 

with this practice of rejection is the fact that in some 

of these families, as in some of c he adaptation type, 

parents excused themselves f'rom demonstr::\'l;ing affection for 

their children on the plea that the;y were unemoti ona 1 by 

nature. 

Disciplinary measures taken by a parenc were weak, 

carrying little conviction. Correction of a child was deli-

vered as if the parent were havinrc to rebuke something in 

himself first, and so only served to betray the parent's 

conflicts. Experimental methous of child-training were 

common in this type o.f family, as in the adapcation type, 

In most o.f the .families of' this type where chere were ado-

lescents, they were in revoll; against some value of their 

--y-~---··~---· 

~rhis may indicate 
propensity. 

----
the source of one type of homosexual 
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parents. Their revolt was more difficult and caused them 

more guilt than the revolt of adolescence in adaptation-

type families, presumably because under the hypnosis, as it 

were, of a parent's stif'lins; influence, they had involun-

t;arily internalized earlier many of' the things which they 

now voluntarily opposed, If adolescent revolt; was mild or 

lackinp. one felt that it was only postJ?oned. Sudden temper, 

irritation and intolerance of his father or mother indica ted 

that ther·e was somethi of the adolescenc 's f'ather or 

mother internalized in him which he rejected, ami into the 

power of which he angrily realized he had been given. For 

some adolescents of these families peer groups were of 

greater importance than the family, f'or some the;)' were of 

about the same imporcance, and f'or some they were of less 

importance. One felt that these positions indicated three 

stafes of lioera tion from the internal oppression. 

Conclusion -----·-
The chapcer precedinc; r;his illustrated how the family 

confers on i cs members a role which is cardinal in that it 

is one which takes their activities in other groups into 

itself. I SUGFested that such a role would play an important 

part in personality organization and that it might be rare 

to find groups other than the family which could confer 
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roles oE that Kind on their members. This chapter has 

shown that some families were better able than others to 

give a cardinal character to their members' roles. 

In the chapter on external relations I took continuity 

and many-sidedness as the uistinguishing features of the 

primary sroup. The quality of many-sidedness, in families 

at any rate, can now be further refined. The special im-

1Jortance or many-sidedness in families lies not sill'.ply in 

the fact thac several or a number of disconnected aspects 

of the individual's life can be included in his role there, 

but that there is a ££!l~~J2!1ic_x of absorbing all his acti

vities into his family role, chus providing him with an 

opportunity to connect them and organize them into a unity, 

and so achieve some unified feelin;; ana perception about 

who he is. One feels that it; is some such property as this 

which Cooley had in mind in making a firm distinction be

tween prirnary groups and groups of other kinds. But whether 

that property should be made the ~~~-~~ of primary 

e;roups, or whether those having it make a primary group 

of a specia 1 kind, would be a rna tt er to be decided by con

venti ona 1 definition, It is important;, however, to under

stand that this study sug:.:;escs that the 11 primariness 11 of 

.families lies largely in this property. And the types 

idenci.fied in this chapter are significant because they 
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throw into relief differences in the "primariness" of 

families - or, one might almost say, the 11 familiness 11 of 

families. 'rhus, a"c one extr•eme, there were families where 

the parents inclU<ied practically all of their activities 

within the family role, in the sense that c;hey were expected 

of them by the family' and. other members identified with 

·chem vicariously, At the other extreme chere were chose 

families in which the parents agreed c;o exempt; each other 

from responsibility to the family for a definite section 

of their lives, so that certain of their activiUes were 

not written inco their family roles at all, being discharged 

quite independently of' expectations from t;he family, and 

without; other members i<ientifying vicariously with them at; 

all. Control activities in these families were desultory 

and meagre, and were also external to role expectations, 

Intermediate between the t;wo were families which strove for 

the former kind of life, buc; which lacked what appear to 

be the necessary conditions of havillc~ parents who were agreed 

in their fundaments 1 aims and in a belief a bout t;he place 

of the family in securing them. In these, roles were ill

defined, there was dispute a bou·c what; outside a c d vi Gi0s 

members' roles should include, and the actions taken t;o 

control the family were themselves arbitrary, being exercised 

without family sanction. VVe can say, -chen, that the 
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identification type of family was sc;ron0,1y pl'imary; the 

adaptation type was scarcely primary at all and had little 

precension of bein[c; and the false identification c;we strove 

for a primary quality, but wHhout success. 

·rhis difference seemed to be the most important socio

log-ical <i.ifference between the families. In a sense it was 

~ sociological difference between them, Durkheim ( 1938, 

pp.l to 13) defined che province of sociology by arguing 

chat it was t;he regularity of facts which made them social, 

meaning by tbis that social facts were evencs which cook 

place under the constraining: influence of human principle, 

not merely that chey were recurrin1o; events which could be 

summarized in natural laws like the facts of all sciences. 

However, in case his formula should lead us to exclude from 

sociology any events which escape regularizadon, such as 

the anomi c behaviour which Dur kheim himself described ( 1949), 

it might be better to say that social facts are those which, 

because they take place between people, £2.!~.!L1! ..... ££.21?.~---£f. 

regu:J,a'cigf!:.t. so that the crucia 1 soci ologi ca 1 question is 

whether regulation is achieved, or the deg,ree to which it 

is achieved. fhe full accounb of sociolo~ical facts states 

this, as well as describing the pure content of the regu

larized behaviour; and it does not leave unreL,ulerized 

behaviour aside as merely residual. Regularization of 
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individual behaviour is a desideratum because it effects 

solidarity or cohesion in the life of groups, Differences 

in the degree to which it is presenc, chen, mean differences 

in degree of cohesion; so thab asking questions concerning 

regulation or cohesion are simply alternative ways of 

presenting the crucial sociological problem. 

l'he three t~'pes of family which I have identified differ 

from one another because they differ in the dee;:ree to which 

regularity is achieved in the r-elations between their members. 

In che idendfication type it is achieved t;o a hi&;h degree. 

In the adaptacion type ic i.s achieved only in a limited 

area because par-en;:;s recoznise that the conditions for 

achieving :it on a wider basis are lackin,c:. In the false 

identification type recularization is attempted on a wider 

basis than the conditions exist;ins will allow, and conse

quently ic is not achieved with any degree of stability at 

all. Comparison of the three types of families, then, brings 

some fa:int; lie;ht to bear on the immense problem of social 

cohesion. Especially does it help to ease some of the knots 

in the question of what is the ££der of t;he likenesses which 

are needed, and what the £~1f£ of the differences which can 

be perrni tted, for conditions of cohesion to exist. 

First of all, as has already been pointed out, there 

are certain differences in families which are irremovable, 
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arising out of differences in sex and age, individual tempe

rament and experience. Since these differences cannot be 

removed they need to be respected and provided for, and the 

interaction between persons differentiated by them needs to 

be rec;ulated, This was done in the identification t:;pe of 

family by legitimizing auchority; that is to say by a 

~'-.!l.£,~cceotan~ that members shall submit to one another 

in certain defined provinces of the family's life, since 

precise a,;reement cannot be expeoced. Thus there is a 

division of control; albeit crsnted on the condition that 

persons will exercise a uthoril; y benevolently by allowing 

free discussion, inviting consults tion and showing conside

ration for those who express wishes and judgments which are 

opposed to their own. Ehis suc;gests that the differences 

which are permissable to cohesi.on ma:y 1 nclude such irremovable 

differences as the persons involved are willi to acknow-

ledse as irremovable, and on the basis of which they are 

w1lling to take tur·ns in holdi their own judr;ments in 

abeyance, out of deference t;o -c;he authority r:ranted to an

other. Groups equipped with arre.~menG about the division of 

le timate authority have a firm struccure which cushions 

other disagreements about opinion, procedure, prac ce and 

tasce, so that these do noc become critical; there is a high 

tolerance for them, which contrasts scrikinp;ly with the 
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ar~ious preoccupation with detailed agreements found in 

families which lack it. 

But this division of autho:ri ty and tolerance of dis-

a g:reements are grounded in a fundaments 1 confluence, s red 

by the members, that I; hey are aimi for t;he same t; ype of 

sat;is.facbion as one another and that their co-operation as 

a group is necessary to its :rea liz a [;ion, that only by dis-

tributing certain tasks a:nongst them can it be achieved. 

Vv11ere members were divided i::::1 themselves or between them

selves regarding the satisfaction for which they were aiming, 

so that the place of the family in reachint; it was equivocal, 

neither a division of authori~y nor tolerance of disagree

ment was found, 

All t:1is suge:;ests t;ha t Che likenesses which a:re neces-

sary for cohesion are: 

(i) an asreement of aim.; 

(ii) an B.f:;reernenc abouc the necessi~y of ·the [;;:roup for 

achiev1. the aim; 

(iii) an a~creement about the rai;ional division of 

tasks Vt"hich will secure it; 

(iv) an a.gree:nent about ·~vhat differences i:-.:1 the mem.be:es 

of the ~roup are irremovable; 

(v) an at:::ree:tlenC on an allocation of tasks Vlhich suits 

the members t di.fferenG capsci t~ies and is acceptuble 

t; o them; and 
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(vi) an aL.roer:::e:nt about; the allocation of areas of 

aut;hority iJ.risin;~~, out o.f the scknovtledged, irre-

movable differences, and purJosins to regulate 

the in:t erao Cion of individuals who are differen-

t; ia t;ed. by t; hem .. 

1l'he differences which are allovva2le in tho presence of 

these t-lgreement:s ~2-re ~hose which I have ca lle6. irremovaL·le, 

and which are recO£-::,~lized as such~ 'I1hey include: 

{i) differences of reaccion, taste, knowledt:'e, ex

perience, undersct;.ndi , habit, judgmenc, opinion 

and proposed plans; and 

(ii) the dtffer·ences in personal ca1x:~c:i.t:T wbich are 

specialized ~asks to each 

member. 

A diver,;.ence of aims is not pel"missable vrithin the 

family a rena if a family is to remain cohesi V6. ·Che aims 

must; be excluded from the family and pursued by the members 

apart from one another in other groups, leaving the ?,roup 

in which they have common membership restricted in it;s 

function and limited in the deeree of alle§.iance which it 

can claim f:rorn them. ~rhis :ts whab Ghe ada;;tation ·r:;ype of' 

family does, as it narrows ·Che family towards co-operS\ tion 

:'or simple ecD.nornic nnd Ciolo,;ical purposes~ l'he .factors 

involved in cohesion in these families are the s8me atreement; 
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/ same 
in ilim and belief in the necessii;y of a cii vision of tasks 

for achievi:1c it, as are present in the id.encificaci·::m t;y'}le 

of family.. The aim is less comprehensive, however, and 

because it requires only a partial allee:iance from the members, 

many of the irremovable differences can b0 kept; out of the 

group altogether and allowed .free expression elsewhere, so 

that: the provision of an authority s·G:ruccure to :rer.culate 

these differences cun be lar€:ely ignored. 'lhose irremovable 

differences which are allowed to enter into this type of 

family (such as a .facher's :tncome-earnin(; capacHy and a 

mother's child-bearing capacity) are mainly those which can 

be utilized in the division o.f tasks. i'he false identifi-

cation type o.f family scrives for cohesion in the presence 

o.f divergent aims and can only schieve it coercively, by 

suppressinv the admission of both the divergent aims and the 

differences which can:J.oc be removed. 

These findi:J.:~S suggest that Dur\{heim's (1949) two 

principles of social cohesion, mechanical solidarity based 

on likenesses in belief and sentimenL, and or nic solidarity 

based on a division of functions and the dependence it 

entails, are not alterna Give buc complement;ary conditions 

for cohesion; so t;l'm t at~ all star::;es of social development 

both may be necessary. ·rhe essential thin~: seems to be 

a sharsd aim and a belisf in che necessity of a certain 
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division of sasks for realiz it, and that implies 2£!::.h 

the likeness of the first principle and the differentiation 

of the second. And it is, in fact, hard t;o imar;ine any 

sociec;y, however primitive, in which the social bond is not 

paxlGly due to the degendence enCailed in a division of tasks, 

while the possibility of anomie condiGions developing in 

highly differentiated societies suggests that; a division of 

tasks can create no bond unless i-l~ is accompanied by certain 

shared beliefs and sentiments about the end of the enterprise 
1 

and che place of each one in it. 

A number· of authors concinue Go believe t;hat likeness of 
belief and sentiment, or consensus, is the sine qua non of' 
11 social orf[anizaGionH in any kind of i:~~:rou1:> or society.. Finch 
(1952, p.473, note), in one place, refers us bo some of chese .. 
He writes, "J:hat the breakdown of consensus is the essence of 
sociol disorg:anizacion is indicated by E.B. Reuter (with 
SU9J?Orting quot;ations from E.~. m.ller, A. I. l'homas and 
.1!,, Znaniecki), and Kimball Young in: "Handbook of Sociology!!, 
New York, Dryden, 1941, pp.ll2-ll3; and by Mabel Elliott in 
H.P. Fairchild (ed. ), "Dictionary of Sociolof'y", New York, 
Philosophical Library, 1944, p~J.280-28l. Mowrer's use of 
the term seems to be based principall;y upon this conception: 
11 Family disorganization represents the ..... process in which 
the family complex breaks up and the ambi 'cions and ideals 
of the indi vidua 1 members of the family become differentia God ••• 
Family disorganization is the loss of common aims and of 
harmonious organization of effort in the family, •. " (E.R.liiowrer 
11 Parnily Dis.organization11 (2nd ed. ), Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1939, pp.4, 34-35.) A somewhat similar view 
is expressed in: .1\Iargarec Redfield, n l1he American J:l"'"~amily: 
Consensus and Freedom", .A.11erican Journa 1 of Sociology, 
52 (1946), 175-83.'1 



Chapter X 

FAMILY TYPES AND INDIVIDUAL NEEDS 

l. The Evidences of Need SatisfacUon 

'.!'he observations made and data collected in this 

study were too gross to afford a precise measure of need 

satisfaction. But, persisting in the belief that some 

knowledge is bebter than none, and tJ:;..at the impossibility 

of perfect knowledge should not inhibit us from learning 

what we can, I will examine the material for whatever 

hints and suggestions it contains. Behavioural data, such 

as those already recorded, are all we have to go by, but 

these are no·t negligible since they revea 1 much striving 

which would appear to be prompted by the needs for security, 

freedom and identity which were postulated in Chapter IV. 

Since these are needs which persist we cannot assume 

that the evidence of their being satisfied is that striving 

has ceased. Rather, I take the evidence for satisfaction 

of these needs to be the fact that striving is continuing 

in the ~e direction without frustration, and that the 

person acts as though ~cious of a sense of identity, 

and a feeling of securi ·ty and freedom. ·rhe evidence of 

consciousness of identity I take to be an individual's 
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acting consistently and in character, as if controlling 

his behaviour to conform to a defined conception of himself. 

Evidence for a feeling of security I take to be the con-

f'idence that one can count on support from external sources, 

so that the indiv:Idual is not in a state of tension because 

anxiously preoccup:Ied with thoughts of keep:Ing the exter1.al 

situation in his own command, or of measuring up to i·ts 
l 

demands or of escaping from it altogether. Evidence of 

freedom I take to be the sense of satisfaction in doing 

things, and an absence of feelings of inability, constriction 

or irksome restraint and compensatory behaviour which is 

assertive or retaliatory. 

2. The Needs of Par~~ 

'l'he parents of adaptation type families found a limited 

security in the family itself, in that they confidently 

l 
Examples would be lack of social ease, fretting over 

humiliation, avoidance of unpleasantness, shrinking from 
making a complaint or admitting an undetected fault, being 
over-apologetic about discovered fault, intolerance of 
criticism, painful self-consciousness, lack of concentration, 
perseverance or committal, derogatory self-estimation, 
avoidance of public prominence, and so on. These are 
similar to the behavioural indices of insecurity used by 
Maslow ( 1945 ) in his Security-Insecurity rest, 
and also to indices of anxiety used in a test which Halmos 
( 1952, p.95) has published in a study of social isolation. 
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expected it to supply them with certain specific satisfac

tions, and their position within it was defined and fixed. 

I'hrough association with others outside the family they 

gained further securities, and a tendency to enter voluntary 

association in preference to primary relations indicates 

~hat these securities were of a specific kind. A disposi

tion to adopt utopian or distrait responsibility attitudes 

to the total society shows, further, a genex•al unreadineas 

to be involved in real society with any total commitment. 

These people were margil~l, obtaining various specific 

securities from various sources without being able to lose 

themselves in any many-sided group which could be expected 

to supply them with many satisfactions. Their need for 

freedom was mainly gratified apart from the family. In 

their external activities they were preoccupied with achie

vement or influence, striving eagerly for status and 

wanting, particularly, to be leaders in the voluntary asso

ciations which they entered. 

fhese parents tended to have a number of fairly discrete 

elementary selves, one for each of the groups in which they 

appeared, and would adopt at different times attitudes and 

opinions which belonged to one or the other. Consequently 

they did not give evidence of a great deal of consistency. 

If any role was cardinal in organizing their behaviour it 
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was their family role in all but one case, but, as I have 

stressed (Chapter IX, p.337 ) their family roles were not 

strongly cardinal, and it was activities which were separate 

from them that were the most compelling, 'l'hus, although 

their method of satisfying their needs for security and 

freedom through a number of partial involvements brought 

reasonable satisfaction, it left the problem of achieving 

an identity unsolved, Consequently, these people looked 

for a unified identity less from the comprehensiveness of a 

cardinal role than from the dominance of a subsidiary one. 

Their values were mainly partisanship or self-concentration 

values and, guided by these constricting values, they sought 

to be unified mor·e by narrowing than by organization. 'l'hey 

relied on the singleness of the causes or passions to which 

they surrendered themselves to give them a sense of identity, 

more than on anything else. 'l'his left them with certain 

residual selves; and the symbolic values, which they also 

followed, served for "keeping up appearances 11 in those 

o'cher contexts in which they had interests invested but 

in which they desired not to be too much involved. 

In identification type families parents found a com

prehensive security in the family itself, losing themselves 

in this many-sided group which they relied upon to supply 

them with their main satisfactions; and their clearly 
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defined roles made their positions in the structure sure. 

Also, they entered primary relations as much as voluntary 

association, and this, together with their tendency to 

adopt conservative or liberal responsibility attitudes to 

the larger society, suggests that they may have had a fairly 

general readiness to identify with actual groups with a 

total commitment. They appear, in a quite general way, to 

have been involved rather than marginal individuals. In 

their case, the need for freedom was largely satisfied by 

exercising initiative in the area of authority permitted 

by the family. Outside of the family their voluntary 

activities were mainly modest roles in which they could 

give some form of service. 'rhese activities were not 

marked by stat;us striving, although some of these parents 

were popularly chosen to make leaders of a certain type, 

apparently on account of a combination of competence and 

freedom from self-seeking. 'rhus, according to the amount 

of responsibility they were willing to accept, extra initia

tive fell to them. 

The sense of identity of these parents was derived 

basically from their strongly cardinal family roles. They 

showed a high degree of consistency from one time to another, 

and it appeared, from what evidence could be gathered, that 

in all contexts they reacted fundamentally as the father 
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or mother or their ramily. But their sense of identity 

was richer than that. For it was not accordine; to their 

distinctive part in the ramily that they thought and acted, 

but rather as if they were the family it~. By the 

vicarious identification with other members, which was a 

distinguishing feature of this type of family, each person 

became the whole organized structure, by sympathetically 

taking the position of the others. His own identity became 

something like a drama and his own overt behaviour was a 

reaction to the others in himself. Thus, not only was the 

identity of parents in these families unified through being 

cardinal in the sense defined, i.e. through their roles in 

other groups being made relevant to this one, but it was 

unified through a second factor, in that the whole system 

of which this cardinal role was a part was taken into them-
1 

selves: they interns lized the organization of the family. 

l 
George Mead (1937, p.l44) has said that this reflection 

in the individual of the completeness of the social process is 
the basis of the organization and unification of the complete 
self. I would grant that it is a part but not all of what 
takes place, for I think that I have added something in the 
idea that a cardinal role is necessary as well, wherever the 
social process is difrerentiated into many groups over which 
the individual distributes himself. Mead has also recognized 
(1937, p.297) the special quality both of group life and 
individual identity which arises from what I have called 
11 vicarious identification11 • He describes it as the "religious 
attitude", and contrast;a it with the "economic attitude", by 
which an~individual is related t;o another only for the sake 
of obtaining something which the other does not want, and 
by which he always stands out from the other in some opposed 
or independent identity. 
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While this development of a global identity depended, 

in the first instance, on a marked division of labour and 

authority, so that vis-a-vis the other each was distinctive, 

fathers and mothers in these families approached the condi-

tion of having identical identities. Many differences could 

therefore be allowed, since each one's identity included 

the other. 1his fact may explain, for example, the accep

tability and legitimization of status difference between 

the partners which occurred in a number of these cases. It 

will be remembered that in legitimate patriarchy the father 

was ranked above the mother, and all families with that 

form of control were of this type. It was rare for any of 

these mothers to feel habitual constriction or resentment 

because of having a subordinate place. Presumably this is 

because if one person includes both roles, it is no depri-

vation to allow prior place to one role, since it does not 
1 

mean yielding prior place to a second person. The fact 

1 
This function of sympathy or vicarious identification 

in making status differences tolerable is something which 
some psychologists have failed to appreciate, e.g. Faris 
(Sherif and Wilson, 1953, p.l74). Faris even suggests that 
status differences in primary groups place a strain on the 
sympathetic basis of relations; but my observations suggest 
that; a reverse influence may obtain, and that a sympathetic 
basis to relations can be the condition which makes status 
differences agreeable. 
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of identical identity can also be used to explain the 

occurrence of exchange of roles in these families. 

It seems that the possibility of this sort of global 

identHy emerging rested on the comprehensive security 

which these parents found in the family. And this, in turn, 

rested on their shared conviction that they were striving 

together to achieve the same membership values there. l'here 

were signs that some of these parents were willing to suffer 

inwardly rather than lose, or allow another to lose, position 

and support in the bosom of the family;because they under

stood love, marriage and family mainly in terms of a task 

of embracing others in membership. l'his gave them oppor-

tunity for personal development; for if, in spite of fault, 

one could be held in membership, catharsis could proceed. 

They could count on the support and permission which are 
1 

its first conditions. ·rhe members of these families were 

Parsons (1952, pp.297-320) has given support and per
mission, along with non~reciprocation of distorted expecta
tions and the inducement of sanctions for acceptable be
haviour, as the essential elements of psychotherapy. It 
was noticeable that certain farrJ.lies of the other types 
failed to supply these conditions because the faults of 
one or several members had become an offence to the others, 
and were no longer patiently borne or lovingly endured. 
l'he demand of husband or wife or child that another member 
should be free from a fault, which he was powerless to 
control, was the source of the worst kind of family un
happiness which I witnessed. 
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not remarkable for their freedom from fault. Some were 

eccentric, trying, a disturbance or a nuisance, ox• very 

psychologically ignorant, and some had to be handled with 

humour and tact; but they were remarkable for their attitude 

to fault, in not being offended by it and in making allow

ance for it through studied forbearance and consideration. 

Because they conceived of happiness in terms of abandonment 

and self-forgetfulness in securely rooted membership, they 

were unwilling that anyone 1s personal faults should t;hreaten 

it. Presumably, the spontaneity, which also distinguished 

them, was due to their release from inhibiting self-conscious

ness through fastening their attention on the frame of 

reference which included them. Tnis spontaneity was a 

:resource for satisfying the need for freedom which was not; 

available in families of the other types. It contributed 

to the ability these parents showed for satisfying their 

security, freedom and identity needs simultaneously. 

In families of the false identification type one or 

both parents showed marked evidences of insecurity. l'he 

family was the main frame of reference in which they hoped 

to anchor themselves, but they were in doubt about the way 

in which its life related to their personal aims, and doubted 

whether it could be bent in the direction they preferred. 

Furthermore, their anchorage within the family was not firmly 
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fixed by a clearly differentiated role. In a similar manner 

their relationships external to the family largely took the 

form of a search for anchorages, but, whether they were 

primal'Y relations or voluntary association, they tended 

to be unstable. Some of these external relations were 

complicated by the parents' seeking relief there from family 

tensions,and that, presumably, would be likely to introduce 

some element which would be foreign ·to a group 1s aims and 

make their position in it precarious. If the evidence 

suggests a generalized marginality in parents of the adap

tat;ion type of family, and a generalized capacity for in

volvement in parents of the identification type, it could 

be said that parents of families of the false identification 

type showed a generalized unsuccessful seeking after invol

vement. 

It has been stressed how much these parents suffered 

from a sense of constriction. Within the family their areas 

of legitimate initiative were poorly defined, and their 

control act;ivities lacked regulation. Outside of the family 

few of them had sufficient control over social relations 

to gain a sense of achievement through continuous activity 

in them. J?hey were so much under pressure for "let-down" 

that; it was hard to apply themselves to the effective par

ticipation in groups which would afford the satisfaction 
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of exercising init;iative responsibly. The assertiveness 

and coerciveness of their relationships with others in the 

family can be regarded as compensatory. But while it may 

have been compensatory for one partner to get his own way 

with the other it only aggravated the other's sense of 

constriction, of course, and was bitterly resented. It 

was in families of this type that status differences were 

unsettling. Wives who were the victims of assertive 

patriarchy, for example, harboured a number of rankling 

grievance a. 

Parents of these families were subject to such fluctua

tions of attitude and point of view that they were often 

an an_r:~oyance l;o one another because of their extreme in

consistency. I·t was said of some of them, either by their 

partners or ·t;hemselves, that their main problem in life 

was to know themselves. One can infer from these evidences 

a poor sense of identity. ;l'heir values were mainly self

expansion, self-concentration and symbolic, and, guided by 

these, they rest;lessly sought a sense of consistency by 

investing their identity in the permanence of what they 

possessed, by narrowing themselves in single passions or 

by wearing a distinctive appearance. One of the main devices 

for gaining a feeling of identity, which is related to 

symbolic values, was preoccupation with their ideal of 
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themselves and a tendency to take this for the real self -

although even their ideal of themselves might vary from 

time to time. They were given to instruct;ing others in 

11 what sort of person" they were, and expected to be treated 

accordingly, even though it might have little resemblance 

to what one found them to be. Their coercive tendencies 

were associated with this, for i" added to their sense of 

identity, as it di.d 1;0 their sense of security and freedom, 

to impose the same character on a partner or child as they 

conceived to be ideal for themselves. ·rhus they stood at 

an opposice pole from the parents of the identification 

type of family who gained an expansive identity by identi-

fying vicariously with all that was different in the other 

members of the family. By contrast, these parents strove 

to fix their own identity by making others conform to 

their own ideal selves. By this false identification i;hey 

gained a false security, and the coercive action through 

which they achieved it amounted to false freedom. 

3. The Needs of Children and Adolescents -
·rhe most striking feature about the need satisfaction 

of the children and adolescents studied was the fact that 

their sense of security rested in the expectation that the 

family would supply satisfactions for them fairly inde-
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pendently of co-operation from themselves, while the main 

satisfactions to be secured outside of the family (chiefly 

at school) were to be won by their own effor·ts, fairly in

dependently of co-operation from others. Thus neither the 

family nor the ex·ternal society pl•ovided any system in 

which they could achieve an anchorage of such a kind thai; 

their sense of security was associated with a freedom derived 

from personal exertion in association with others. And 

their sense of identity, such as it was, was likewise dual. 

They had a family ident;ity in a very dependent, diffuse role, 

coupled with a school identity in an a chi evemen·i; role. For 

most of them the family role was weakly structured and had 

li·ct;le concrete content. It was defined more in terms of 

what could be expected to be done for them than in terms 

of what regular tasks were expected of them. 'fheir school 

role was defined mainly in terms of what they could do for 

themselves in study and, perhaps, sport and leadership. 

'fhey were expected to be able "to adjust" to teachers and 

other children, to be sure, but the class-room sil;uation 

was such that this carried scarcely any itnplication of 

working ~ them. 

The two sources of security on which children depended, 

unconnected by any bridge of social organization they were 

aware of, and supplying securities in very different ways, 
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continued to divide their world and identity right through 

adolescence, Save in very exceptional cases, there was 

no provision, as the children passed into adolescence, 

to ensure that the security given them in ·i;he family should 

be increasingly based on co-operation from themselves, eicher 

by their producing for the family or taking some responsible 

part in its control. On the conl;rary, most of them were 

excused from this precisely because the demands for achieve

ment in their externa 1 roles, either at school or in their 

occupational training, bad now become more exacting. The 

result was that development towards adult stature within 

the family was slight. Even well into adolescence sons 

and daughters defined themselves, on the one hand, as depen

dent, not; on co-operation but bounty; and, on the other, 

as independent and thrown very much on their own resources 

to "make the grade 11 in a competitive world. The sources 

of security were continually seen to be not any firmly 

structured system in which they enjoyed a place - ~~ 

seeara te ly, their parents an~emsel ve!· 'rhey placed an 

exaggerated expectation on their parents for perfect emo

tional and material provision, and had an exaggerated idea 

of how much depended on themselves when separated from 

their parents. The status attaching to the dependence role 

was slight, so that the only important freedom children 

gained in the family was the fictional kind that came with 
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play and recreational activities. If they failed to dis

tinguish themselves above their fellows at school, they 

gained little status outside of the family. This pal;tern 

makes the theme on which the situations in the different 

t~~es of family were only variations. 

In families of the adaptation type the position was 

extreme. 'rhe lack of an expectation to assist in definite 

tasks, the lack of direction and firm control, and the 

lack of close association with their parents who, by 

continually expressing attitudes towards the children, 

would have given them some precise self-conception, all 

left the children without any structural location in the 

family, so that !;hey were both insecure and confused about 

their identity. They showed insecurity in a marked inabi

lity to concentrate or persevere, and their defect;ive sense 

of identity became evident in much impulsive and random 

behaviour. Exemption from direction, of which they enjoyed 

so much, was not; construed by them as freedom. It became 

a burden which confused and wearied them. Furthermore, 

their almost entire lack of any structural anchorage in che 

family left chem even more dependent than some other 

children on an anchorage in the providence of all-sufficient 

parents, only to find their need denied them, if it was 

their fate to suffer rejection, or exploited t;o their 
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spoiling if they were indulged. In the former case their 

insecurity was severe, in the latter case what security 

was enjoyed {and it would probably be fitful) only served 

to magnify the child's feeling of dependence on an all

sufficient adul·t. It is understandable that, at adolescence, 

these children should revolt against !;heir parents 1 values, 

and quickly escape into peer groups, seeking to find security 

and status by losing themselves in membership there. 

In families of the identification type the general 

position was mitigated, but because the child's role took 

him so much outside of the family it was impossible to 

escape the basic cleavage, so that mitigation made for 

ambivalence and contradiction. I have already pointed out 

(Chapter IX, p. 346 ), for instance, how the contradictory 

value placed on the pursuit of knowledge and culture in 

these families imposed an ambivalent expectation on the 

children. However, because they received plain directives 

and were under firm control, because they were in fairly 

constant association with their parents, whose definite and 

objective attitudes towards them assisted them in self

definition, and because of their vicarious identification 

with other family members, these children had ~ struc

tural anchorage in the family, even though some of them 

had few responsibilities. Their resuHing sense of identity 
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was made evident in a capacity for control superior to 

that shown by children in families of the other types. 

Bu~ they. carried, as well, a residual identity from their 

external achievement roles, and showed by their vacillation 

over giving time to the family that they found this difficult 

to integrate with the identity that went with their position 

of security at home. l'he freedom needs of these children 

were sat;isfied to a certain degree because of their parents 

preserving objec ti vi ty in their attitudes towards them, so 

that their dependence was not; exploited to deprive them 

of moral autonomy, and they exercised many choices of their 

own. 'l'hey did not reject their parents' values when they 

came. to adolescence, but sought the added security of being 

involved wHh their peers in much the same way as they we:re 

accustomed to being involved in membership with their 

families. 

In families of the false identification type children 

lacked a structural position in the family, just as 

children of the adaptation type of family did, because they 

were without responsibilities and definite control and 

direction. Consequently, like these other children, they 

developed a dis·torted expectation of sufficiency in their 

parents. I'his made them vulnerable, because, unlike what 

happened with children of the adaptation type of family, 
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their parents associated with them closely, ,rhe association 

was excessively close, for the attitudes which the parents 

took to the children and from which the children accepted 

their sense of identity did not express an objective appre

ciation of the child's nature. It was their own wishes 

and their own idea 1 selves which t;he parents impressed on 

the children by the attitudes which they took to them. fhis 

gave the children a sense of identity and security through 

coalescence with a parent, But both the identity and 

security were false, and were enjoyed at the expense of real 

freedom. Children who became conscious of this in adolescence 

rejected their false identity and security, provided the 

feelings of guilt entailed in acting against one's earliest 

identity were not so intolerable as to inhibit strivings 

for emancipation altogether. They rejected the parental 

values in which their earlier identity had been grounded 

and sought to find real security and develop an independent 

conscience through membership involvement with peers. 




